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Abstract 
In this paper, we study the fully modified (FM) estimation of models with 
an unknown mixture of stationary and seasonally integrated series. As the FM-
OLS estimator suggested by Phillips (1995) is incapable of estimating our model, 
we propose a more general formula of FM estimator. We denote this estimator 
by FM-SEA estimator. The /(0) component has a normal limit distribution with 
different asymptotic variance from that derived by Phillips (1995). On the other 
hand, the limiting distribution of nonstationary component is mixed normal and 
proportional to the result of Phillips (1995, Theorem 4.1 (b)) by the order of 
seasonal integration. We also introduce a deterministic trend component into 
our model. The asymptotic distributions of stochastic trend and deterministic 
trend components are mixed. This mixture of the variates is different from that 
of Phillips (1995). 
We also compare the finite sample properties of FM-SEA and OLS estima-
tors through Monte Carlo experiments. The main result is that the average bias 
and RMSE of FM-SEA estimator are smaller than those of OLS estimator for 
stochastic trend component as the sample size is increased. Also, the t-statistics 
for FM-SEA estimators have smaller average bias and root mean squared error 
especiaUy when the sample size is enlarged. Thus, the FM-SEA estimator works 
better than OLS estimator as far as hypothesis testing is concerned. 
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1. In troduct ion 
The purpose of this paper is to estimate the models with an unknown 
number of seasonally integrated processes. The complexity of studying season-
a l ly integrated process is arisen from the presence of both real unit roots and 
complex unit roots. For the models with / ( l ) processes, an extensive literature 
exists for the limit theories of this type of models (e.g. see Dickey and Fuller 
(1979), Johansen (1988, 1991) and Phillips (1986，1987, 1988)). The OLS co-
efficient estimate of an I(l) variable is 0(T)-consistent but not asymptotically 
normal. Park and Phillips (1988), Sims et al (1990) and West (1988) showed 
that the limiting distribution of OLS coefficient estimate of an /(1) variable can 
be normal in some models. The results in the aforementioned papers require 
the prior knowledge of data, that is, unit root tests should be performed before 
estimation. To solve the inference problem arising from the non-standard limit 
distribution of integrated processes, Hansen and Phillips (1990) developed the 
fully modified least squares method. The distribution of FM-OLS coefficient es-
timates is asymptotically normal. Phillips (1995) (denoted PFM) extended the 
results by including an unknown number of unit roots. By this method, no unit 
root tests are required before estimation. 
Jn the past decades, some researchers have worked on the time series which 
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exhibit considerable seasonality. For example, Davidson et al (1978) estimated 
the consumption function in ECM form with the quarterly seasonally unadjusted 
UK consumption expenditures. Osborn et al (1988) examined the seasonaUty 
of UK consumption data by using the diagnostic tests developed by Dickey and 
Puller (1979), Dickey et al (1984), Hylleberg et al (1990) (denoted HEGY) and 
Hasza and Fuller (1982). Concerning with the theoretical works, Dickey et al 
(1984) derived the limiting distribution of OLS coefficient estimate of seasonally 
integrated variable. The OLS estimate is Op{T-l) and has a non-standard limit 
distribution. Recently, HEGY and Lee (1992) developed the seasonal cointegra^ 
tion tests. Their tests are based on the OLS estimation of an ECM model and 
Johansen (1988, 1991)'s maximum likelihood approach respectively. Similar to 
the models with 7(1) process, the OLS estimation of these models requires the 
seasonal unit root tests beforehand. 
In this paper, we incorporate the methodology of PFM to estimate season-
ally integrated process. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes 
the model and states the assumptions. Then, the limit theory of OLS estimate 
of seasonaUy integrated component is derived by using functional central limit 
theorem as nobody has derived the result rigorously before. In Section 3, we pro-
pose a more general form of FM estimator for a seasonally integrated model and 
derive the limiting distributions of the parameter estimates. In Section 4, a VAR 
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model in error correction form will be estimated by using the theorem derived 
in Section 3. In particular, a VAR model with quarterly data will be presented 
afterwards. Monte Carlo experiments which compare the finite sample proper-
ties of FM-SEA and OLS estimators under various orders of seasonal integration 
and various degrees of contemporaneous correlation of errors will be performed 
in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 6. 
The notations used in this paper are followed from the standard time se-
ries econometrics and PFM. Thus, we denote the long-run variance and one-sided 
long-run covariance matrices of the stationary time series ut as 
n 二 Eg-oo^(u iwi - j . ) and A 二 Yl&E(uru\—j) respectively. We write the 
vector Brownian motion with mean zero and covariance matrix H as BM(H) and 
the integrals with respect to the Lebesgue measure, like / J B{r)dr, as fJ B. The 
notation yt = I{d) signifies the time series yt to be integrated of order d, where d 
is a non-negative integer, and the long-run variance matrix of A^yt = (1 - L^yt 
is positive definite. Similarly, we denote A^yt = (1 — L^)yt = yt — Vt-d which also 
satisfies the same condition as /S!^yt does. Furthermore，yt = SI{d, 6) signifies 
the time series yt to be seasonally integrated of order d at frequency 6 € [0,7r). 
We define the inequality “ >0" to be the positive definiteness of the matrices. We 
use the symbols ”—p，,，，，~V and ”三” to signify the convergence in probability, 
convergence in distribution and equality in distribution respectively. Also, we 
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use ||A||to signify the usual Euclidean norm {tr{A'A)y^^, \A\ to denote the de-
terminant of A, vec{A) to stack the rows of matrix A into a column vector, [x 
to denote the integral part of the real finite number x. Finally, all limits in this 
paper are taken as the sample size T — 00 unless otherwise specified. 
2. Models and Assumpt ions 
Consider a linear model 
yt = Axt + no,t for t 二 1,2,..., T, (2.1) 
where the observations at t 二 0, —1, -2, . . . , -d + 1 are initialised by some given 
distributions, yt and xt are 7velement and m = (mi +m2)-element column vectors 
respectively, coefficient matrix A is of order (n x m) and T = K,d where K is a 
positive integer. The parameter n can be regarded as the number of years. A 
(m X m) orthogonal matrix D = [D1,D2l, satisfying condition D'D 二 DD' = I, 
is used to rotate the regressor space of (2.1). The regressor space is then specified 
according to 
D\xt = xi^t = ui,t and D'2^d^t = ^d^2,t = ^2,t, 
where d > 1. Note that the above seasonal component is stochastic rather than 
deterministic, because Canova and Hansen (1995) showed that many seasonal 
patterns are not constant over time. Model (2.1) can then be rewritten as 
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yt 二 Xia;i，t + A2x2,t + uo^t for t = 1,2,…’ T, (2.2) 
where Ai 二 >lDi and A2 = AD^. Obviously, x\^ t and x^,t are 7(0) and SI{d,6) 
processes respectively by this transformation. The orthogonal matrix D over 
here has the similar effect as that in Sims et al (1990). In their paper, the 
deterministic trends with different degrees and stochastic trends with different 
orders of integration in a VAR(1) system are separated. This transformation 
requires the prior knowledge of data, that is, unit root tests and cointegration tests 
should be performed before estimation. However, in the FM-SEA framework, 
we can estimate model (2.1) without the prior knowledge of D. Data matrices 
in model (2.2) are denoted as uppercase letters and then model (2.2) can be 
rewritten as 
Y' = A i X [ + A 2 X ' ^ ^ U i (2.3) 
with Xi = t/i, Ad^2 = lJ2 where Y' = [2/1,l/2,...,2/Tl, X'�=[a:1,1,a:1,2, .-,a^i,r], 
X'2 = [x2,1,x2,2,'",x2,T], ^Q = [7Z0’1,'W0’2,...,^^0，T], U{ = [Ui’i,ui，2,...，t/1’T] and 
^2 =[以2,1,以2，2, - ..,^2,T . 
Let Ut — ('tz“’t,�t，^4，t)' be a (n + m)-element column vector and (ft = 
uo^t^^i,t- Then, we assume that ut satisfies the following conditions : 
ASSUMPTION 2丄 
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(a) ut 二 C(i>)et 二 T^T=oCjet-j, ZT=of llQll < � for some constant a > 1， 
| ^ ( 1 ) I ^ 0 ; 
(b) et is i.i.d. with zero mean, variance matrix T>ee > 0 and finite fourth order 
cumulants; 
(c) E{iftj) = E{uo,t+j^ui^t) = 0 for all j > 0. 
Assumption 2.1 (a) shows that ut is generated by a stationary MA(oo) 
process. Assumption 2.1 (c) shows that the subvectors of ut, uo^ t and t^i,t, are 
serially uncorrelated at all lagged periods. Assumption 2.1 (b) ensures the validity 
of functional central limit theorems for ut and utu[. 
The limiting processes of partial sums of ift and Ut are obtained by the 
multivariate extension of Phillips and Solo (1992, Theorem 3.4). Thus, 
r - V 2 g g 灯 — _ = r - i / 2 j^ 外—d m ^ W， (2.4) 
i=0 j=0 t=i 
where 0^ — = E ^ - o o ^(^^o,t^^,t+^ C$ ui^tu\^^^j)\ 
d-l[([Tr]-l)/d] [Tr] 
r - V 2 ^ ^ u^TA-a^aj) = T-'f^ E 均—d 刚三 BM{Q), (2.5) 
i=0 i=0 t=i 
with n = C{l)T,eeC{iy for all r € [0,1 . 
The long-run variance matrix 0 is given by 
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/ d-1K-1 d-1K-1 \ 
n = lim E r - i Y^ Yj ^T-(i+di) E E ^T-(z+di) 
1一沈 \ i=0 j=0 i=0 j=0 / 
/ T T \ 
= l i m E l T - ^ T u t T u ' t 
T—«^  V t i t{ y 
‘ / T \ / T T \ 
= l i m E[T-^^utu'A +E T-^Y. ^ t t X 
T~^�[V t=l 乂 V t=l s=t+l ) 
/ T T \ _ 
+E T-'Y： E 專'8 
\ t=\ S=t+1 ) 
• oo • 
= ^ ( n t n； ) + Y^E—�_J + E—'w� 
.S=1 -
= S + A + A'， 
where S = E{utu'^), A = E J ^ � E(uiu[_j) . The one-sided long-mn covariance 
matrix of ut is defined by A = E + A = ZT=o E{uiu[_j) 二 ZJLo ^U) where r( j) 
is the autocovariance matrix of Ut at the 产 period lag. The variance matrix 
E and long-run variance matrix Q of Ut are partitioned conformably with the 
partitions of ut and we denote the submatrices as Eij and Clij respectively for 
iJ = 0,1,2. Similarly, the Brownian motion B is partitioned conformably with 
the partitions of ut, that is, B = [Bg, B[,B'2]'. 
Now, we study the limiting process of seasonally integrated process, x2,f 
Note that when d is even, 
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(d-2)/2 
l - L d = ( l-ZO(l+L)(l+L2 + ".+Ld-2) = ( l - i : ) ( l+i^) n ( l -2cos^L+L2); 
i=i 
when d is odd, 
(d-l)/2 
l-/:d = (l-L)(l + i:2 + _ + Ld-i) = (i-L) Yl {l-2cos6jL + L^); 
i=i 
where Oj 二 2ji:/d, We can follow the componentwise analyses of Tiao and Tsay 
(1983, 1990)，Chan and Wei (1988) and Chan (1989) to develop the limit theory 
of seasonally integrated process. However, Rao (1978) and Chan and Wei (1988) 
mentioned that the closed form of limiting distribution of least squares estimates 
were difficult to derive. We express X2,t as a sum of partial sum processes. 
t 
( 1 + L? + … + L^~^)x2,t = Ylu2,j + 3 : 2 , 0 + X2-1 + … + X2-d+l' ( 2 . 6 ) 
i=l 
Also, we can write the term x2,t as 
[(t-i)/d] 
^2,t = Y1 U2,t-dj+^2,t-d[{t-l)/d]-d- (2.7) 
i=o 
The partial sum for cc2,t represents the sum of errors U2,t-dj at the corresponding 
season. We observe that, under Assumption 2.1, x2^ t converges in distribution to 
(T/rf)-l/2o:2,(Tr] —d B2,l{r) E BM(n22,l), (2.8) 
for r G [0,1] where ^22,1 corresponds to the long-run variance of w2,t at the first 
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season. We define the limiting processes of x2,t at the other lags in (2.6) by B2,j(r) 
with long-run variances Q22,j for 1 < j < d. In fact, the B2j{r)'s for aU j are not 
necessarily independent. As it is readily seen from (2.6), the limiting processes 
defined above satisfy the following condition : 
^ r ^ / ' E ^ 2 j ( r ) - B 2 ( r ) . (2.9) 
i=i 
Lemma 2.1 gives the limiting distribution of OLS estimate of SI{d, 9) pro-
cess. 
L E M M A 2»1» Under Assumption 2.1, the followings hold : 
(a) T-^U!,X2,-d —d d- i fo' E U (lBjB'j + Ad, 
(b) T-iX'2,_dX2,-d —d d-^ fo' E U BjB,j, 
where X2-d denotes the data matrices of x2^t-dj ^d — EJld r22(i) and r22(j) 
denotes the autocovariance of n2,t at the j ^ period lag. Part (a) can be proved 
by using the results of Phillips (l988b, Lemma 2.5 (c) and Theorem 2.6 (a)). The 
result of part (b) follows the standard proof of the sample moment of /(1) process 
by replacing the term T~^ with {T/d)~^. 
Lemma 2.1 generalises the univariate results of Hasza and Fuller (1982, 
Lemma 3.1 (iv) and (v)) and Dickey and Fuller (1979, Theorem 1). Note that 
the sample moments of SI{d, 6) process converge to the integrals of sum of cross 
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products of Brownian motions at all seasons. For a usual / ( l ) process, the result 
of part (b) is reduced to d 二 1. This result is quite intuitive because, from (2.9), 
the sum of Brownian motions at all seasons equals the Brownian motion for the 
whole year times d}^ .^ 
THEOREM 2�2 , Suppose G is the OLS estimator by regression of x2,t on 
> ^ 
X2,t-d^ the asymptotic distribution of G is determined by 
d - 1 = ( % A - d ) p ^ - d X 2 , - d ) - i . (2.10) 
When the conditions of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied, we have 
( A d \ ( rl d Y ' 
T{G -1) - rf d Y/lBwB'i,j+cflU / E ^ i ^ 2 , i . (2.11) 
V Jo i=i ) y ^ i=i / 
Clearly, G has a non-standard limit distribution and is of order Op(T_i). Also, 
its asymptotic variance increases with the order of seasonal integration. The term 
d^Aa indicates the horizontal shift of non-degenerating distribution as compared 
with the case of i.i.d. errors. When d increases, the size of movement increases 
by d!^  times with fixed A^. In a univariate case, under the assumption of i.i.d. 
errors, the limiting distribution of G is reduced to 
. ( d \ ( „1 d � — i 
T{G — 1) —d I E BL(1) - (1 L ^ Blj . (2.12) 
“ \i=i / \^° 片 
By using the inifinite expansion of Brownian Motion by kernel method (See Kac 
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(1980, p.l5)), we have 
召 2 ’ 刺 = £ 5 ^ 爆 [ ( " + 9 + _ 
where Zj，g are n.i.d.(0,l). Then, the result of Hasza and Fuller (1982, Corollary 
3.1) can be derived by the same procedures as Chan and Wei (1988, p.382) did. 
Now, we obtain the kernel estimates of Q and A by the following formula 
(See Andrews (1991, p.820)): 
n = J 2 < " / ( ) P ( j ) a n d A = 2 H 7 7 ^ f ( J . ) , (2.14) 
j=-T+l j=0 
where w{.) is a kernel function and K is a bandwidth parameter. The sample 
autocovariance matrix is estimated by 
m = T-' £ utv!,_j, 
t=j+l 
where ut 二 (^)，亡,以'1’亡,父?2’亡)'and i2o,f, is obtained by OLS estimation of (2.1). 
Note that the kernel estimates in (2.14) do not contain the degree of freedom 
adjustment because the adjustment term will vanish asymptotically. The sums 
in (2.13) are truncated when the weight iu{j/K) 二 0 for |j | > K or the weight 
w{j/K) diminishes to a bounded limit as |j| ~> K. Since the autocovariances with 
too long period lags do not provide important information to the kernel estimates 
of n and A, they can be ignored. These properties of the kernel function will be 
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given in Assumption 2.2. 
A S S U M P T I O N 2�2» The kernel function is defined by w{.) : R 一 [-1,1], 
which is a twice continuously differentiable even function and satisfies the follow-
ing conditions : 
(a) t/;(0) 二 l,^^'(0) = 0,i//'(0) + 0 where t/Z(.) and w"{.) denote the first and 
second derivatives of w{.) respectively and either 
(b) w{x) = 0(x~^), as \x\ 一 1, or 
(b') w{x) = 0, |a:| > 1, with lim|a;|_,i iv{x)/ (1 - |o:|)^ = constant. 
Obviously, Assumption 2.2 (b) and (b') indicate the assumptions of un-
truncated and truncated kernels respectively. More specifically, Assumption 2.2 
(b) allows for the quadratic spectral kernel which is defined by 
( 
1 when X = 0, 
― �二 ^ 25 /sin(67r:r/5) (& ,^A , , . 
‘ 1 » \ - ^ ^ - cos(6W5)) when . + 0, 
while Assumption 2.2 (b') allows for the Parzen and Tukey-Hanning kernels which 
are defined by 
Parzen Kernel : 
‘ 
1 — 6x^ + 6 |:r|3 when 0 < |a:| < 1/2, 
^(^) = 2 ( l - | : r | f when 1/2 < |a:| < 1, 
0 otherwise. 
、 12 
Tukey-Hanning Kernel : 
(1 +cos(7ro:))/2 when \x\ < 1, 
w{x)== < 
0 when |x| > 1. 
、 
The conditions of kernel function stated above are sufficient for our proofs but 
not necessary. So, we may choose the other classes of kernel functions but more 
complicated expressions will be obtained in our proofs. 
PFM showed that the growth of bandwidth parameter K affected the con-
sistency of FM-OLS estimators, thus we assume that the bandwidth parameter 
K expands with T for our FM-SEA estimators. 
A S S U M P T I O N 2 » 3 �T h e bandwidth parameter K of the kernel function in 
the kernel estimates of Q and E grows according to the following conditions : 
(a) K = Oe(T^) for some k € (1/4, 2/3), 
(b) K = Oe(T^) for some k G (1/4,1), 
(c) K 二 Oe(T” for some k € (0,2/3), 
(d) K = Oe{T^) for some k G (0,1)， 
where the order of expansion rate of K is defined as K = Oe(T^) if K �orTk 
when T — oo, where c^ is slowly varying at infinity, that is, limT—oo crx/cr = 1 
for any constant x > 0. An obvious example is given by CT = lnT. 
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Then, we have 
CTx/cT = (lnT + l n a : ) / l n r = l + l n a ; / l n r ^ l . 
Condition (a) implies that K|T^ + T�I”K 一 0 as T — oo. Note that 
conditions (a) and (b) rule out the case of optimal expansion rate with k 二 1/5 
at which the asymptotic truncated mean squared error of kernel estimates is 
minimised (See Andrews (1991)). The condition for optimal expansion rate is not 
necessary. In our analysis, we choose the expansion rate k for the convergence 
of estimated coefficients. However, we do not need to choose the growth rate of 
K in the empirical works. By using Assumption 2.2，the consistency of kernel 
>^  
estimate fl is shown in the following : 
a = £ h07^) - ^^ (0)1 f(j) + J2 P0') 
j=_r+l j=-T+l 
T-1 T-l 
= K - ' J 2 ^ ' (^ j )^U) + E f O ) where u;,- G {OJ/K) Vj 
j=-T+l i=-T+l 
= E m+Op{T-'^'K-') 
j=-T+l 
oo 
’ E 「 ⑴ 二 ^ 
i=-oo 
Similarly, the consistency of kernel estimate A can also be followed directly. 
Note that the consistency of 0 and A holds for k € (0,1). In PFM's framework, a 
consistent kernel estimate of the long-run variance matrix of disturbance terms is 
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used to correct the OLS estimator. This kernel estimate of the long-run variance 
matrix can help the convergence of both /(0) and /(1) components when the 
bandwidth parameter satisfies the condition k £ (1/4,2/3). Without pretesting 
the data, the distributions of FM-OLS estimators for /(0) and /(1) components 
were asymptotically normal and mixed normal respectively. Also, the optimaUty 
of FM-OLS estimator for /(1) component was shown by Phillips (1991a，equation 
(7)). We will show the results for seasonally integrated processes in the next 
section. 
3. A s y m p t o t i c s of F M - S E A Est imators 
3ol。Model without Deterministic Trend 
Before we propose the fully modified estimator, let us modify the OLS 
estimator of A by three different directions. First, the variable yt in model (2.1) 
is transformed by 
yt == yt - ^ox^xx^d^'U (3.1) 
where Oox and ^xx are the kernel estimates of long-run covariance matrices of 
(no,t, ArfOJt) and (A^irt, ^d'^-t) respectively. According to the above equation, 
Qox^xx^d^t is the projected values of uo,t on the space of A^xt. The endogene-
ity arising from the contemporaneous correlation between tio,t and u2,t is then 
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eliminated by (3.1), so that the variable yf is independent of AdX2,t = U2,t- Ac-
cording to Park and Phillips (1988), cointegrating regression yields the consistent 
and asymptotically mixed normal OLS coefficient estimates with the indepen-
dence of uo,t and u2,t. Note that the xi^t component of xt is over-differenced by 
this transformation. The problem of over-differencing yields a singular matrix of 
>-V y«*«v 
^irx. Nevertheless, the kernel estimate H o x ^ i eliminates the singularity problem 
at some bandwidth. This point has been discussed by PFM (p.l059) and we will 
illustrate the point later in this section. 
Second, the serial correlation correction term is given by 
A+ = Ao. - nox^iAa:x, (3.2) 
where Aox and Axx are the kernel estimates of one-sided long-run covariance 
matrices of (¾,¾, AdXt) and {Ad'Xt, ^d'-^t) respectively. The transformation on 
Aoa； removes the serial covariance of regression error no,t and lagged values u2,t-j 
for j > 0. This is because the past persistence effect of u2,t in x2,t induces the 
one-sided long-run covariance matrix Aox to carry this second order bias during 
OLS estimation of (2.1). 
Third, we choose S{X, d) to be the instrumental variable where S{X, d)= 
Y^dj:lX-j and X_j denotes the data matrix of xt-j. This instrumental variable 
serves two purposes. One is to correct the inconsistency of stationary component 
and the other is to make the asymptotic distribution of non-stationary component 
16 
to have a simpler functional form as shown in the coming up theorem. 
Jn (2.3), we have decomposed the regressor xt into xi^t and X2,t- However, 
we do not want to estimate Ai and A2 directly. This is because this estimation 
requires the prior knowledge of D. Also, we concentrate on the estimation of 
A, in model (2.1), for which no prior knowledge of transformation matrix D is 
required. Then, combining (3.1), (3.2) and the instrumental variables, the FM-
SEA estimation of coefficient matrix A in model (2.1) is given by 
A+ = ( y+ '5 (x ,d ) -rA+) {x's{x,d)y'. (3.3) 
The matrices A^ and A^ are obtained by A^ = A^Di and A^ = A^D2 
respectively. Our proposed formula can allow for a wider class of models. When 
d 二 1, this formula is reduced to the one by PFM. We interpret (3.3) by rewriting 
it as 
A+ = (y'5(X, d) - TAo.) {X'S{X, d))-^ 
-¾.¾^ [^dX's{x,d) - rKx) {X'S{X, d))-^. (3.4) 
The first term is the bias-corrected estimator suggested by PhiUips and 
Hansen (1990) with d — 1 where all regressors are generated by /(1) processes. 
This bias-corrected estimator is derived by using the results of Park and Phillips 
(1988, Theorem 3.1). Note that a scalar T is attached to the bias-correction 
term Agx- The reason is provided as follows. When xt consists of I(1) se-
17 
ries, %X and X'X are of order Op(T) and Oj,{T^) respectively. The term 
^AdX'5(X, d) 一 TAxx) {X'S{X, d)y^ is the bias-corrected estimator by instru-
mental variable regression of AdXt on xt. Therefore, A+ in (3.4) modifies the 
bias-corrected estimator of Phillips and Hansen (1990) by a projection on the 
bias-corrected estimator of AdXt on xt with d 二 1, and we further introduce the 
instrumental variable S{X, d) to adapt to the seasonally integrated processes. 
Now, we go back to show why over-differencing x\^t does not affect the 
estimation result of 7(0) component asymptotically. The limiting distribution of 
7(0) component of A+ is determined by the term 
r " 2 [ ( r - i ^ 5 ( X i , r / ) - AoA,u,) - ^ 0 6 ¾ ' {T-HllS{Xud)-At^,u,) 
= r " 2 {r-Hiis{x,,d) - AoA,u.) + o,{T'i^K-^) + o^{R-'/^) 
+Op( r - "2W/2) 
= r - " 2 [ 4 ^ i + op(i), 
where k € (0,1/4), see the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the appendix. The last two 
lines are obtained by Lemma 7.5 (b) and (c). Once the condition k G (0,1/4) has 
satisfied, the projected value of ^o,t on the space ^d^i,t vanishes asymptotically. 
八 . 
Otherwise, it leads to the inconsistency of A^. Further, the instrumental vari-
able S{X^ d) for 7(0) component eliminates the corresponding one-sided long-run 
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covariance matrix AoAd^i asymptotically. Thus, the limiting distribution of A^ 
is determined by a term as OLS does. 
We use (3.3) to derive the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3 � 1 �l J n d e r Assumptions 2.1，2.2 and 2.3, 
(a) rV2 [ A t - A , ) 
- d N (0’ ( / ® ( E ? � r „ C 7 ) ) - i ) ^v^ 卜妇二广 1 1 (力 ) - 1 ) )， 
(b) r (A+ - ^ 2 ) —d d ( / J dB0.2B',) (fo' B2B',y 
三 MN (0, d^n00.2 ¢0 ( / J B2B'2y'^， 
where B0,2 = Bo-Clo2^22^2 三 i5Al(^ o^.2)，^ o^o.2 = ^ 0 0 - ^ 2 ^ ^ ^ 0 and rn ( j ) 
represents the autocovariance of ui’t at the 产 period lag. Note that part (a) 
holds when Assumption 2.3 (b) is satisfied and part (b) holds when Assumption 
2.3 (c) is satisfied. For both part (a) and (b) to hold, Assumption 2.3 (a) should 
be satisfied. 
By Theorem 3.1, the FM-SEA estimators are consistent and their distribu-
tions are different from those of PFM. The distributions of coefficient estimates 
of /(0) and SI{d,9) components are asymptotically normal and mixed normal 
respectively. In particular, the limit distribution of A j equals d multiple of the 
result by Theorem 4.1 (b) of PFM. This implies that its asymptotic variance is 
d? times of PFM. Similar to the result of Hasza and Fuller (1982, Corollary 3.1), 
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the non-standard limit distribution of least squares estimate also depends on the 
value of d. According to Theorem 2.2，the limiting distribution of non-stationary 
component is expressed in the stochastic integrals of sum of limiting processes 
X2^ t at all seasons. Now, the instrumental variable S{X, d) here serves to simplify 
the functional form of asymptotic distribution of A^-
On the other hand, the asymptotic variance of A^ can be regarded as 
the result of standard instrumental variable estimation. However, we cannot 
compare the variance with that of PFM directly because we should identify the 
/(0) component beforehand and realise the signs of Fn(^) for j = 1,2,..., d — 1. 
八1 
Also, the FM-SEA estimator A^ is not necessarily optimal because the error uo，t 
is serially correlated as shown in Assumption 2.1 (a). The FM-SEA estimator 
^ 2 , which corresponds to the non-stationary component, is optimal as shown in 
Phillips (1991) in which a cointegrated system is estimated by maximising the 
log-likelihood conditional on u2,t under Gaussian error assumption. 
COROLLARY 3»2» When mi = 0 in model (2.1)，that is, D 二 /¾, and 
Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3(d) are satisfied, we have 
/A, � (厂1 A (厂1 , � _ i 
r (Ai - A2) —d d ( / dB0.2B'2 / B2B'2 . 
乂 7 \Jo / \Jo / 
This result is quite trivial because the regressor space contains the non-
stationary component only. This case is similar to the model studied by Phillips 
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and Hansen (1990) in which xt is generated by /(1) processes. Consequently, 
•<-v • 
the limiting distribution of A^ in this case can capture the whole bandwidth 
k G (0,1). Hence, Corollary 3.2 can be seen as the generalisation of the results of 
Phillips and Hansen (1990, Theorem 3.2). 
COROLLARY 3 » 3 �W h e n rri2 二 0 in model (2.1), that is, D = Di, and 
Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3(b) are satisfied, we have 
( ( / d - i \ - i \ ( /d- i \ - i \ \ 
r"2 (i+ — A,) - , N 0, I ¢0 Y^ r„(j) n^ i% ^ r“(j) . 
V V V^  ==o / ) \ V?=� ) / ) 
In this corollary, the transformation of yt and the use of the instrumental 
variable are not necessarily. If we estimate the model in this corollary by OLS, a 
simpler result can be obtained. Nevertheless, no prior knowledge is provided on 
the stationarity of the variable Xt. We may still apply the FM-SEA estimation 
to this model. Note that the bandwidth parameter K still grows at k G (1/4,1) 
in this case, the reason has been provided in the appendix. 
•^ I 
From Theorem 3.1, the limiting distribution of full coefficient matrix A^ 
is given by 
r " 2 (义+ — 力 
= r i " ( i + 一 A) DD' 
=r^2 (A+ _ A,) D\ + rV2 (i+ - A^) D', 
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( ( (a-i \ - ' \ ( /d-i 、-1 \\ 
—d N 0, / 0 D i X ^ r „ 0 ) %^ / ® J2^'u{j) D\ 
\ \ v=o / / V v=' / ) ) 
(3.5) 
The SI{d, 6) and /(0) components are of order Op(T-^) and Op{T-^f^) 
respectively, so the non-stationary component does not have any asymptotic effect 
on the limiting distribution of A~^ . Although the asymptotic variance of A^ 
involves the unknown transformation matrix Di, it can be consistently estimated 
by the formula suggested by PFM (p.l037). Since ui^t = D\xt, we write the 
八 
asymptotic variance of A^ as 
( /d-i \ - 1 � 
I(8) A Y^  r„(j) (/ 0 D ; ) � —( / � A) 
V v^=o / 
f / . -1 � - i \ 
X 1 ® E ^ n O ' ) D\ 
\ V-o ) 
( /d-i v ' \ ( , “ �—1 � 
=I®D, ^r„(j) D\ 〜咖 I®D, Y.V\,{j) D[， 
V v=^ / / V 乂"=0 / ) 
where 0 > .工如 = E g — - V + i w [ j / K ) f " ^ J J ) and <^工=UQ^t ® xt. Together with 
{T-^X'S{X,d)Y^ = Di [T-iD\X'S(X,d)Di) — i D\ = Di {T-^X[S{X^,d)Y^ D[ 
= D i {T-HJ[S{Uud)y^D\ —p Di (E^-^ TiiO))"^ D；, the asymptotic vari-
ance of A^ is estimated by 
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( / 0 { T - ' X ' S i X , d ) y ' ^ � ‘ ( / ® ( r - i {X'S{X,d) ) 'y^， (3.6) 
where 0 >仏 = E j L _ V + i w � j / K � � j ^ J f } and ¢^ = ^ , t ¾^ ^t- Suppose that we 
test the hypothesis Ho : Rvec{A) = r, where R is of order (q x mn) and rank(R) 
二 q and r is of order {q x 1). Then, the Wald statistic is given by 
W+ = T{Rvcc(A) - r)' /?,(^/(g)(T-^X'5(X,d))"^^n— 
X (l0(T_i (X'S(X, c/))V^) Rl] 1 {Rvec(A)-r). (3.7) 
V \ , / J 
Provided the condition 
「 ( f / “ 、一1� ( / “ � - 1 M _ 
rank i?^ /®Di ^r„(i) Q- I® X^r'„(j) D\ ” �= q 
V Vj=o ) / V V =^o ) / , 
L (3.8) 
holds, then 
lV+ —d x l 
八 
The asymptotic normality of A^ gives the standard result of hypothesis 
testing. No extra tabulation of critical values is required. The result holds when 
八 
the asymptotic variance matrix of RA^is non-singular. 
E X A M P L E 3»1» Now, we illustrate the use of FM-SEA estimation by consid-
ering a special case of model (2.1) with n = 1 and m = 2. ExpUcitly, 
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yt = cLixi,t + a2x2,t + uo,t' (3.9) 
Now, xt is decomposed to xi^t and x2,t which are 7(0) and SI(d, 6) variables 
respectively. The long-run covariance, variance and one-sided long-run covariance 
matrices of ut are defined by 
r n p n 「 • 
Ooo ^ 1 ^02 Soo Soi So2 Aoo Aoi A02 
^ = ^10 n „ Hi2 , E = I]io Sii Si2 a n d A = Aio A n A12 . 
ri20 ^21 r^ 22 5^ 20 ^21 S22 A20 A21 A22 
. J L J L J 
Note that, in this single equation model, the submatrices of H, E and A are scalar. 
The variable yt and one-sided long-run covariance matrix Aox are transformed by 
(3.1) and (3.2). 
•^ _x^  
1 ^Ac/XiAf/rri ^A^xiAdX2 ^d^l,t 
_ | _ .—^ 八 
yt ~ yt — OoAdxi Q0Ada;2 _ _ 
^A(iX2AdX1 ^AdX2AdX2 ^d^2,t 
• J L • 
• •^  1 � • 
八 八 
A A ^ArfUiArfUi ^AdUiu2 ^d^l,t 
= y t — QoArfUi ^Ou2 八 ^ 
^U2AdUi ^u2u2 ^2,t 
— ^ 1 _ ^ ^ • 
^ArfUi A(iui ^ u2u2 ~ ^U2 A(/ui ^ A(/ui U2 _ ^ ^ ^ . 
• ~i r • 
> ^ 八 
^U2U2 -^AfiUiU2 ^d^l,t 
X 
>«*v ^ 
-^U2AdUi ^^ A,iUiA,iUi ^2,t 
• J L 麵 
1 
= y i 一 — — — ： ^  
^AdWlAdUi^ U2U2 — ^U2AdU1^ AdUlU2 
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./八 八 八 八 \ 
X f^AdtXi^2^2 — ^U2^2A,iUiJ ^d^lyt 
/八 八 VS. 八 \ • 
+ fnou2^AdUiAdUi — ^Adtii^AdMiU2 J ^^2,t 
r *i r “ 
^Ox = ^OAdXi O^AdCC2 二 A^dTi 0^U2 
• J w • 
「 1 一 1 
>"v >^  
1 � 1 QAdWiAdWi ^AdUiU2 
>*V 八 A 八 
~ AoAdm Aou2 — ^OAdUi ^0U2 八 八 
u^2AdW1 ^u2U2 
• ^ 广 華 
八 A A -<^  
^AfiUiAdWi ^A(iuiu-2 ^AdUiAdtxi ^AdUiu2 
X 
^ 八 A >^  
^u2AdUi ^u2u2 ^u2AdUi ^u2u2 
_ J L • 
= ‘ ^ ^ 1 1  
_ OA(iXi Ou2 _ ClA,iXliA(iUi^U2tl2 ~~ ^U2AdUi^AdUiU2 
_ ， 「 • 
八 J^ •<•"»» vv 
八 A ^u2u2 ~^AdUiU2 ^AdUiAdUi ^AdW1u2 
X HoAdUi Q0u2 ^ ^ 八 八 
~^ii2AdUi ^^ ArfUiAdUi u^2AdW1 ^u2u2 
_ mJ lm • 
The submatrices of Aj^ are 
/\}八丄个1 — ^\nA, ^ i^-[ ~ “ ~ ^ 
d ^ ^Af/Ui A^ Ui ^ tl2tl2 ~ ^U2Afitii^ A^UlU2 
-/八 ^ 八 八 \ 八 
X ^^ OAtiui^ U2U-2 ~ 0^tX2^ W2AdtxiJ ^ AdUiArfUi 
(八 八 八 A \ 八 
^Ou2^A,/uiAf/ui ~ ^A,/Ui^ArfUiU2j ^ U2A u^i 
^ ^A,/ui A i^Ui^ u2u2 ~ ^U2AdUi^AdUiU2 
• /八 八 ^ 八 \ 八 
X f ^OAf/ui ^ u2u2 — ^Ou2^ u2ArfUi ) u^2AdUi 
/ >v. 八 >^ x*v \ >N^  . 
+ ^Ou2 ^ A(iu\ A(iUi 一 ^0A(iui^AdUiU2j ^u2u2 
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Now, FM-SEA estimators a | and aJ are obtained by (3.3) 
(Er=i S{xi,u d)yt - rAoA.xi)(Er=i S{x2,u d)x2,t) 
-{ZLi S{x2,u d)yt - r A o A - 2 ) ( E L S{x^^u d)x2,t) 
a i = (3.10) 
{El=i ^(^i,t, d)x,^t){El=i S{x2,u d)x2,t) 一 {El=i S{x2^u d)x^,t) 
x{Et=i S{x1,ud)x2,t) 
{Zl=i S{X2,U d)y^ - TAoA,xJ(Er=i S{xi,t, ^)^i,t) 
—(E�=i S{x,,t. d)yt - TAoA,xJ(ELi S{x2,u d)x^^t) 
a+ = (3.11) 
(ELi S{x,,u 4'^ i,t)(Er=i S{x2,u d)x2,t) - {El=i S{x2,t, d)xi,t) 
x{Tl=i s{x1^t,d)x2,t) 
The limiting distributions of a | and aJ can be derived by Theorem 3.1. 
So, we have 
COROLLARY 3»4. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 with n = 1, m = 2 
and d = 4, 
(a) T"2 {at - ai) - “ N ( 0 , Q - (E"=o TiiO'))"'), 
(b) T ( 4 - a2) —d d (fo' dB0.2B2) (fo' Biy\ 
where Q^ p^ = J2^-oo ^(^^o,tUj,tUo^t-jUi^t-j), ^0.2 = Bo-flo2Cl22^2 三 5M(noo.2), 
n00.2 二 ^ ) — ^02^22^^20- The conditions for this corollary to hold are the same 
as those in Theorem 3.1. 
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If uo,t and ui^s are i.i.d. and independent at all t and s, then ^1仰=SooSn 
and the asymptotic variance of 对 can be reduced to Eoo2n ( E f j r i i ( j ) ) . 
Even under this restrictive assumption, we cannot obtain a simpler form of asymp-
totic variance. Only when d = 1 is the asymptotic variance reduced to the OLS 
result Eoo/Sii. The result of part (b) is different from that of Hasza and Fuller 
(1982, Corollary 3.1) and Dickey et al (1984，Theorem 1). In those cases, the 
non-standard limiting distribution of aJ is expressed by the ratio of weighted 
sum of chi-squared random variables with one degree of freedom. 
3 � 2 �M o d e l witli Deterministic Trends 
PFM provided the limiting results of A^ in the models with /(0)，/(1) and 
deterministic trend components. Hansen (1992, Theorem 3) showed the asymp-
totics of FM-OLS estimator in single equation case with deterministic trend com-
ponent but no intercept. These initiate us to generalise their results by intro-
ducing a deterministic trend component into the model. Now, we consider the 
model 
yt = Axt + Upt + uo,t 二 ^ » � + uo,t, (3.12) 
where n and pt are of order (n x q) and (q x 1) respectively. Suppose that the re-
gressor xt contains a determinsitic trend, then the variable xt can be decomposed 
to 
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a:t = Dyxi,t + D2'X2,t + Fpt, (3.13) 
where F is of order (m x q). So, we can consider the transformation matrix D 
fm ^ r • 
Di D2 F 
for zt by D = [Di, Dj^] where D^ 二 and Dj^ = . 
0 0 Iq 
Then, (3.12) becomes 
yt = ^i^i,t + ^2z2,t + uo,t， (3.14) 
where ^ i 二 ^D^, ¢2 = ^/^M, ;^i,t = -^ 'i,t and z2,t = (^2,tjPt) . The variable pt is 
defined by 
pt = ( t s \ t s \ . " , t sq) ' with 0 < Si < 52 < …< Sq, 
for some finite integer Si with i = 1, 2,..., q. We generalise Hansen (1992) to 
include an intercept (.si = 0). The most common pt,s are the linear trend (l , t ) 
and quadratic trend (l,t, t^). Next, we define the limiting process of pt by 
^^、7>1一厂(7.)=(产,产’...,厂〜)'， （3.15) 
uniformly for all r G [0,1] where 6r = diag {T^', T^^,.", r〜）. The proof is given 
by Hansen (1992, p.90). Note that the limit functions p(r) satisfy the condition 





1 1/2 1/3 
^ PP'= 1/2 1/3 1 / 4 � 0 . 
� 1 / 3 1/4 1/5 ) 
The FM-SEA regression on (3.12) yields the estimator 
$+ = I+:fi+' = (Y+'S{Z, d) — TA+:0 ) {Z'S{Z,d)Y^, (3.16) 
W 
,':s 
where Z denotes the data matrix of zt. Note that, in contrast to Theorem 3.2 
八丄 
and 3.3 of Park and Phillips (1988), the estimator 11十 does not contain the bias-
correction term. This is because the bias in deterministic trend component is 
arisen from the bias of non-stationary component. The removal of the latter bias 
eUminates the bias-correction term in the deterministic trend component auto-
matically. The kernel estimate A ^ is obtained by using residuals (uo,t, A^^,^t); 
> ^ - ^ 
where the residual uo^t = Vt 一 ^J^t — Hpt is obtained by OLS regression of (3.12) 
and the residual Up^ t = ^t — Fpt is obtained by OLS regression of xt on pt. Clearly, 
the OLS residuals are demeaned or detrended. 
To show the appropriateness of using ^d^p,t for the estimation of A ^ , we 
consider the asymptotic properties of OLS estimate F. Specifically, 
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.;.i 
F 二 {X'P){P'P)-^ 
=(DiX； + D2X'2 + FP')P] {P'P)-^ 
F — F = D i ( x ; p ) ( p ' p ) - i + D2{x'2P) {p'py^ 
广1 / 2 (斧 一 F) Sr = r - i " i (x[P ( T - " 2 ^ ; 1 ) ) - 1 (^T-'S-'P'PS^'y' 
+ ¾ ( 义 冲 - 3 � 1) 广 ( T - ' s - ' p ^ p s - ^ y 
=Th [x'^p{r-^iH:j>)Y^ ( r - i ^ ^ i p ' F 5 j i ) " ' + 0 p ( i ) 
1 (厂1 A (厂1 ,、_1 
—d d-'D2 / B2P'] / p p ' ) . 
\Jo / \Jo / 
The last line is obtained directly by (2.8), (2.9), (3.15) and the continuous map-
ping theorem. The OLS estimator F corresponding to the intercept component 
八 
is Op(T"2) and inconsistent. The OLS estimator F corresponding to the deter-
ministic trend component with si > 1 {i = 2,3,..., q) is of order Op(T"^*+^/^). 
The seasonal differencing of the residual eliminates the intercept component, so 
ArfUp,t = DiAdXi,t + D2AdX2,t + {F — F)HdPt = Di/^dXi,t + D2AdX2,t + Op(l), 
and hence the bias-correction term in (3.16) can work as usual. K we do not 
remove the intercept by seasonal differencing, then, in Up^ t, the deterministic 
trend component (F — F)pt, which is Op(T"2), dominates both stochastic trend 
30 
and stationary components and the bias-correction term does not work properly. 
To proceed our analysis, we define the weighting matrix by 
WiT 0 , TIm2 0 
Wr = ， where Wi^r = T ” ” m i and W2,T 二 . 
0 M V ’ 0 r i � 
Then, 
($+ - ¢) DWr = [r^2 (i+ _ A^) Di,T (A+ - A2) D2, 
r"2 [(fi+ 一 n) + (1+ - A) F] 6r . 
The limiting distribution of $+ is derived by the following theorem : 
T H E O R E M 3o5. Under Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and by (3.15), 
(a) ($+ - ¢ ) DLW^^ T = T^2 ( i + — Ai) 
-d N (0, ( / 0 {zU r ! iW)- i)〜* {i ® (E,t^ 广11(力)—1)), 
(b) ($+ - ¢) DuW2,T = [T [At - A2) D2, rV2 [(n+ - n) + (I+ - A) F] Sr 
r 1 - 1 
�1 . 1 ,1 d-'I^B2B', fo' B2P' 
—d f0 dB0.2B'2 � dfo^dBo.2P' ， 
L [ioip^ foPP' _ 
where B0.2 = Bo-flo2Cl22^2 三 BiWX^^ oo.2), ^^ oo.2 = ^ 0 0 - ^ 2 ^ ^ ^ 0 and Fn( j ) 
represents the autocovariance of ui,t at the � period lag. The conditions for 
both part (a) and (b) to hold are the same as those in Theorem 3.1. 
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Clearly, we have generalised Theorem 3.1 by including a deterministic trend 
component. The limiting distribution of the /(0) component is the same as that 
in Theorem 3.1 (a). The limiting distribution of deterministic trend component 
is mixed with that of stochastic trend component, but it is still asymptotically 
mixed normal. This is different from Park and Phillips (1988, Theorem 3.2 and 
3.3) where the distribution consists of a mixture of dependent stochastic integrals. 
By a simple expansion of the result, the limiting distribution of stochastic trend 
component still depends upon the order of seasonal integration d. Also, the lim-
iting distribution of deterministic component is independent from the parameter 
d. This is a trivial result of our instrumental variable estimation. 
Prom the previous OLS estimation of F, the intercept component is incon-
> ^ 
sistent and the limiting distribution of F involves the order of seasonal integration 
d and unknown transformation matrix D2. This creates difficulty in drawing in-
ference on the parameters in deterministic trend component. Consequently, we 
modify the Wald statistic by PFM to draw statistical inference on those param-
eters in A by a projection of Xt and p,, Explicitly, 
W+ = T{Rvec{A)-ry [i^ (^I<S){T-'X'QpS{X,d)y'^ ^y^ 
X f l �(r—i {X'QpS{X, d))'Y^) R' 1 {Rvec{A) - r), (3.17) \ ‘ -
where Qp 二 I - p(p'pyip'. Also, when the condition (3.8) holds, 
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%+ —d xl 
On the other hand, we consider a case where the true model does not 
contain a deterministic trend component. However, such a component is included 
in the estimation, that is, F = 0. The limiting distribution of $2 is not affected 
as it is free from nuisance parameters in F. The asymptotic variance of A^ is still 
optimal under this overfitting situation. Thus, even if we overfit the deterministic 
trend component of the model, the asymptotics of ¢+ are not affected. 
4. A s y m p t o t i c s of F M - S E A Est imators of V A R S y s t e m 
4 � l o General Model 
In this section, we apply the theorems in previous section to estimate an 
unrestricted VAR(A:) system given by (4.1). 
yt = H{L)yt + m’t, for t = 1,2, ...,T, (4.1) 
where yt is a 7velement column vector, H(L) = J2j=i HjL^ is a (n x n) matrix 
polynomial with k > d. The observations at t = 0, —1, —2，..., —d+l are initialised 
by some given distributions. 
Now, we write (4.1) in error correction form. 
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d 
yt = H*{L)AdVt + [ n , m . t - i + vo,u (4.2) 
i=i 
where the definitions of notations are given by the followings : 
When d is odd, 
n i = mX)|d, f 
. 
- 2 Re if[exp(/'%/2)] exp(_/,6>"2)/v?j/2(exp(/,~/2)) for j = 2，4’ …’ d - 1， 
n,= [ 
- 2 R e ^[exp(/i>(j_i)/2)]/v^(j-i)/2(exp(/j(hi)/2))J f o r j = 3,5,...,c?, 
”、（ l - ^ t ? ) Z 2 ( l - ‘ 2 c o s & L + L2) 
� � L ) = l-exp{-i.6p)L ， 
mi，t = (l + L + L2 + M + Z/^ -i)2/t， 
1 _ , ( f ) �, yt for j = 2,4，…，d - 1， 
^ . ^ = J 1 - exp(/.^/2)L 
‘ ‘ n J - m { L ) L 价 fo" = 3,5,...,4 
l-exp(/.%_i)/2)L' 
6j = 2j7T/d; 
when d is even, 
ni = i^(i)M U2 = -H{-1)/d, , 
- 2 R e [iJ[exp(/%_i)/2)] exp(-/i>(fi)/2)A^(_;-i)/2(exp(W(hi)/2)) 
for j = 3, 5,..., d — 1, 
^ j = l 
—2 Re [^[exp“%—2)/2)]/<^(j-2)/2(exp“%—2)/2)) 
for j — 4，6,..., d, 
… （ l - _ t ? ) " ( l - ‘ 2 m s � L + L2)  
_ ) = i_exp(-/ ,%)L , 
mi,t = (1 + L + L2 + …+ L^-^)yu rri2,t = (1 — L + L^ - … — U ^ - ^ t � 
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, 1 作 - / 严 ) 、 , 协 fori = 3 , 5 , . . . , d - l , 
m j t = { l_exp( /%-i ) /2 )L 
‘ ‘ ^U-2)/2{L)L _ 
- T7\ w2/t loi j — ,^ o,..., a, 
, 1 - exp(/%_2)/2)i-
6j = 2jir/d. 
Also, (4.2) can written as 
when d is odd, 
Arf2/t = H*{L)Ad'yt + (Hi - I/d) mi,t_i 
( d - 1 ) / 2 
+ Y^ (2 Re [exp(-i6j)/(fj(exp(-6^-))] I + U2j) m2j,t-1 
i=i 
(rf-1)/2 
+ Y^ ( 2 / R e [^j{exp{-iej))] I + U2j+1) m2j+1,t-1 + ^ t ； (4 .3) 
i=i 
when d is even, 
AdVt = H*{L)AdVt + (ni — I/d) mi,t_i + (¾ + I/d) m2,t-1 
( d - 2 ) / 2 
+ ^ (2 Re [exp(-/,%)/v^j(exp(-/i>j))] I + rbj+i) m2j+1,t-1 
i=i 
(d-2)/2 
+ Y^ (2/ Re [<pj{exp{-t-ej))] I + 1¾.) m2j,t-i + %t. (4.4) 
i=i 
The error correction forms (4.3) and (4.4) are more general than those 
suggested by HEGY (p.232) and Lee (1992, p.7). Equations (4.3) and (4.4) 
allow for more general ECM terms, which describe the long-run equilibrium 
relationships of elements of yt, at different frequencies. Although the expres-
sions at the first glance are quite complicated, a simpler form will be presented 
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in the next section. Note that the variables mi,t, m2,t, .", rna t^ in (4.2) and 
the products are filtered values of yt such that they have unit roots at fre-
quency 0 , j / d for j = 1,2,..., {d 一 1)/2 respectively when d is odd or at fre-
quency 0,1/2 and j/d for j = l ,2,. . . ,(d 一 2)/2 respectively when d is even. 
Also, the coefficient matrices FIi, ri2,..., n^ contain the information of long-nm 
equilibrium relationships of elements in yt. This implies that, in (4.3)，the 
products (ELi - I/d) mi，t_i, (2 Re [exp(-i6j)/ypj(exp(-i6j))] I + 1¾.) m2j,t-1 and 
(2/ Re [v^j(exp(-/%))] I + ri2j+1)m2j+1,t-1 and, in (4.4)， the products 
(rii - I/d) mi,t_i, (ri2 + I/d) m2,t-u (2 Re [exp(- / .^)M(exp(-6^)) ] I + E^+i ) 
xm2j+1,t-1 and (2/ Re [^j{exp{-i6j))] I + ri2j) rri2j,t-1 are the error correction 
mechanism. The terms AdVt-j for j — 1,2,...’ k — d indicate the short-mn dy-
namics. Combining all together, (4.3) and (4.4) describe the adjustment of the 
systems in the presence of deviation of long-run equilibrium. To proceed our 
analysis, we make the following assumptions : 
ASSUMPTION 4丄 
(a) When d is odd, Oi = ^1/¾ + I/d, 
Uj = o:j.i^/2+i - 2 Re [exp{-i6j)/ifj{exp{-iej))] I for j = 2,4,...,c? - 1， 
Uj = o:j.i^+i)/2 — 2/ Re [v9j(exp(-/4;))] I for j 二 3, 5,..., d where ai is of 
order (n x 7,1)，aj and aj^i are of order (n x vj) for j = 2,4’ . . . . , r f - l . Also, 
|3j is of order (n x vj) for j = 1,2,.", (d + 1)/2. The matrices aj's and /3j,s 
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have the full column rank, 0 < Vj < n for j > 1. 
(b) When d is even, Ui = ai|3[ + I/d, U2 = a2P2 — I/d, 1¾ 二 a,./^+3)/2 -
2Re [exp(-i6j)/(pj(exp{-i9j))] I for j = 3, 5,..., d - 1，1¾ = <^/%+2)/2 — 
2/ Re [(/7j(exp(-6^))] I for j 二 4,6，..., d where ai is of order (n x n ) , a2 is 
of order (n x r2), aj and a)+i are of order (ri x r)) for j 二 3, 5, ...,d — 1. 
Also, j3j is of order (n x vj) for j = 1,2,…，{d + 2)/2. a/s and p/s have the 
full column rank, 0 < vj < n for j > 1. 
(c) When d is odd, 0：1丄 is a matrix of order (n x (n — n ) ) , aj± and 0!�+1丄 are of 
order (n x (n 一 Vj)) for j = 2,4,..., d — 1. Also, /3ji is of order (n x (n - rj)) 
for j = l,2”..，(c?+ 1)/2. They should satisfy the conditions 0!》丄0；)- = 0 
for j 二 l,2,...,rf, /《丄/力=0 for j = l,2”..，（r/+l)/2. When rj = 0 for 
j = 1,2,…，{d + 1)/2, we take pu =物丄==…=i^d+i)/2l = I. 
(d) When d is even, 0；1丄 and «21 are matrices of order (n x (n — ri)) and 
(n X (n — 7’2)) respectively, a ' j i and «)+1丄 are of order (n x (n — rj)) for 
j 二 3,5, 一，^ 一^1. Also, /、丄 is oforder ( n x ( n - r j ) ) f o r j = 1,2,…，(rf+2)/2. 
They should satisfy the conditions a'jjj:xj = 0 for j = 1’ 2,...’ d, P'^jSj = 0 
for j 二 l ,2” . . , (d + 2)/2. When vj = 0 for j = l , 2”. . ,（d + 2)/2，we take 
风丄二 ^ 2丄=…=i^d+2)/21 =厂 
Since a conjugate pair of complex unit roots shares the same frequency, we 
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cannot distinguish the cointegrating vectors corresponding to the complex unit 
roots in a conjugate pair separately. Thus, we assume that they have the same 
cointegrating matrix /¾ for all j > 2 when d is odd and for all j > 3 when d is 
even. We rewrite (4.2) in a more compact form 
yt = H*zt + Upt-i + vo^t = Axt + vo^t, (4 .5) 
where H* = H{, H^,..., /^^—J，zt = (Ad2/J_i,Ad2/;_2,..., &dy't-k+d)， 
n = [n1,n2,...,nrf], pt—i = (m'i，t—i，m'2’t-i,."’m!i，t-i) , ^ = [^*,n] and Xt = 
{z't,p't-i)'' Next, we define the transformation matrix D for Zt and pt-i by 
r 1 r 1 • 
D= DL, DM, DN ,DL= /人,_山 0 ， 
_ J L • 
( 
diag (A,A,/h,A，A3,..”/^+i)/2，/^d+i)/2) for d is odd， 
Du = 
diag (^,7¾,/¾,/¾, .",/^i+2)/2,i^d+2)/2) for d is even, 
( 
diag (仇丄,^^丄’^2丄,/知丄,^3丄，".’/^+1)/2丄,/^^+1)/2丄) 
for d is odd, 
DN 二 < 
diag (卢1丄，ftj_, ft±,係丄，".，/^d+2)/2l, / ^ + 2 ) / 2丄 ) 
for d is even. 、 
Now, we decompose pt-i in (4.5) by premultiplying [DM, ^7v] [D^ii D^]' 
on pt- i . 
yt = H*zt + nMPi,t-i + n7vp2,t-1 + vo’t, (4.6) 
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where ^M = TWM, ^jv = UDN, D'j^Pt-i = Pi,t-i = ^i,t and D'j^AdPt-i = 
AfiP2,t-1 = ^2,t' Clearly, when d is odd, 
riiv = diag�[5�/(1, /hin7v,2, /%in7v,3, •", ^ ^丄11^ ^，“）， （4.7) 
f 
-2Re[exp{-i£j)/(pj{exp{-i9j))] I for j 二 44，....,rf- 1， 
where U.N,j = 
- 2 / Re [^j{exp{-i6j))] I for j — 3, 5,...., d. 
V 
When d is even, 
ri7v = diag (历丄“/, —/知丄/rZ，/^3injv,3,/^4iHjv,4,.",����), (4.8) 
‘ 
- 2 R e [exp(-i6j)/<pj(exp(-i-6j))] I for j = 3, 5’...., d — 1’ 
where Tljs[j == < 
- 2 / Re [^j{exp{-iOj))] I for j = 4, 6,....’ d, 
by Assumption 4.1 (b). Next, we define Vt = (vQ t,v[^^, ^ , t ) and ^t =如’* ® vi,t 
and they satisfy the following assumption : 
A S S U M P T I O N 4 � 2 � 
(a) vt 二 C7(L)et = ^^Q CjSt-j, E J l o i " | | ^ | | < 00 for some constant a > 1, 
1 则 | 7 ^ 0 ; 
(b) £t is i.i.d. with zero mean, variance matrix T,ee > 0 and finite fourth order 
cumulants; 
(c) Let it = (^^o,t.^i,t+i)' and %, = cr(^<Jt_i, . . . ,6) be the a-field gener-
ated by {^j}\. Then (¾^,¾^) is a martingale difference sequence, that is, 
E{vo,t I ^ - 1 ) = 0. 
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Assumption 4.2 (c) ensures that E{vo^t^jv[ t) = 0 for all j > 0 by iterative 
expectation. This also implies that E{<ft,j) = E{vo^t+j 0 W，t) = 0 for all j > 
0 because the assumption of martingale difference sequence for vo,t and vi^t is 
stronger than the assumption of no serial correlation as in Assumption 2.1 (c). 
Therefore, under Assumption 4.2 (c), the autocovariance of (ft at the � period 
lag is given by 
( 
0 for all j 7^  0, 
E{^t^'t+j) = E(7Jo，tv“’t+j 0 ^i,M,t+j) = (4.9) 
Eoo % Sii for j = 0, 
k 
where Eoo and S n are the variance matrices of vo,t and vi’t respectively. Fur-
thermore, we define and partition the long-run covariance and one-sided long-run 
covariance matrices of vt by 
— n p • 
Hoo ^^ 01 Qo2 Aoo Aoi Ao2 
^= Qio ^11 ^12 a n d A = Aio A n A12 . 
^ 0 ^ 1 ^22 A20 A21 A22 
. 」 L -
The definitions of 0 and A are analogous to those in Section 2. From (4.6), 
we define xi^t = (4,P'i , t- i) ' and x2,t = P2,t-i- Then, (4.6) is rewritten as 
yt = Ai'Xi^t + A2x2^t + VQ^u (4.10) 
where A\ = [if*, ElM] and A2 = U.^^. Now, we express (4.10) in data matrix form. 
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y ' = ^ i x ; 4- yi2^2 + K (4.11) 
By (3.3), the FM-SEA regression on (4.5) yields the estimates by the fol-
lowing formula : 
1+ = [5*+,fi+] = ( y + ' 5 ( X , r f ) - T A + ) {X'S{X,d)Y'， (4.12) 
where A+ = A+ [ ^ , ^M], Aj = ^ + ¾ , X' = (Z', P'_i)\ Z and P_i are the data 
A I <"^ >"V > ^ 1 - " ^ 
matrices of zt and pt-\ respectively, A ^ = Aoa： — Hox^x^xjc) Aox and C^)x are 
the one-sided long-run covariance and long-run covariance matrices of (¾,¾, A^Xf) 
respectively, App and flpp are the one-sided long-run covariance and long-run co-
variance matrices of (A^.Tt, A^.Tt) respectively. Furthermore, the kernel estimates 
fioa;, Oa;a:, Aox and Kxx are obtained by OLS estimation of (4.5). 
We observe that the endogeneity correction term is still present in the es-
timation of H*^ in (4.12) although we realise that Zt is an /(0) variable. The 
inclusion of this endogeneity correction term for the estimation of H*^ is impor-
A I 
tant to the asymptotics of 74^. Also, the transformation of variable zt ensures 
the consistency of H*^. 
The limiting distributions of A^ and A^ in (4.12) are given by the following 
theorem : 
THEOREM 4�1» lInder Assumptions 2.2, 2.3, 4.1 and 4.2, 
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(a) r " 2 (A+ - A i ) = r " 2 [(伊+ - H*)，(n+ 一 UM) 
- d N (0，Eoo ® {zU riiC7.))-i S n ⑵ 二 巧 “ 力 广 ) ， 
(b) T ( 1 + 一 A2) = T ( f i+ - n # ) ~u d (fo' dB0.2B'2) (fo' B ^ r , 
where Eoo 二 E(vo,tVo,t), ^ i i = ^(^i,t^i,t)^ ^ n ( j ) = ^(^i, t^l , t- i) . ^0.2 = 
Bo - fl02^22^2 = BM(Q00.2), n00.2 = Hoo — ^02^22^^20. Part (a) holds when 
Assumption 2.3 (b) is satisfied while part (b) holds when Assumption 2.3 (c) 
is satisfied. For both part (a) and (b) to hold, Assumption 2.3 (a) should be 
satisfied. 
This theorem tells us that FM-SEA regression on an unrestricted VAR 
system does not require the information on the number of cointegrating vectors. 
In addition, the distribution of FM-SEA estimator is asymptotically normal irre-
spective to the cointegrating rank while the limiting distribution of OLS estimator 
in cointegrated system, in Phillips and Durlauf (1986, Theorem 3.2), is the unit 
root type. Furthermore, unlike Engie and Granger (1987)'s two-step procedure, 
the FM-SEA estimation of (4.2), as in Phillips (1991, equation (7)), does not need 
to estimate the cointegrating matrix. On the other hand, as mentioned before, 
the limiting distribution of non-cointegrated component changes with the order 
of seasonal integration. When d = 1, the asymptotic variance of A^ is reduced 
to the result of PFM, Eoo ^ ^ u -
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C O R O L L A R Y 4 � 2 �W h e n no element of yt is seasonally cointegrated, that is, 
the number of columns of / ½ is zero, then under Assumptions 2.2，2.3 (d), 4.1 
and 4.2, the followings hold : 
(a) Ti/2 (1+ 一 A^) = r " 2 (应 * + 一 H*) 
—d N (0, Eoo ® {zU r i i ( j ) )—i & 1 ( E , t o r ' i i ( i ) ) " ' ) , 
(b) T (IJ - ^2) = T (fi+ - n) —p 0, 
where EL = JJjv has been defined by (4.7) and (4.8). In this corollary, rri,t contains 
the lagged values of AdVt only, x2,t contains the non-stationary component p2,t-1 
with elements unit roots at various frequencies. Hence, we can estimate the model 
with seasonally differenced variables as regressors by OLS. Nevertheless, FM-SEA 
estimation provides more information about the non-stationary component. Note 
that n is different from that in PFM because the seasonally integrated series 
contain the unit roots at various frequencies while the usual I(1) series contain 
the unit root at frequency zero only. 
C O R O L L A R Y 4�3» When all elements of yt are seasonally cointegrated, that 
is, the number of columns of D^ is zero, then under Assumptions 2.2, 2.3 (b), 
4.1 and 4.2, the following holds : 
( /d-i � - 1 A - i � - 1 � 
rV2 fA+ - AA ^, N 0, Soo ® ^ru{j) ^u J2^'uU) . 
V Vi=o / V^ =o / 
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In this corollary, the regressor xt contains only stationary component zt 
and the cointegrated component pi,t-i, which equals pt—i in this case. In this 
cointegrated system, FM-SEA estimation can obtain a more general result than 
Phillips (1991). 
Suppose we test the hypothesis Ho ： Rvec{A) = r where the definitions of 
R and r are the same as those in Section 3.1. Then, the Wald statistic can be 
followed easily from (3.7). 
- � 1 
W^+ = T(Rvec(A) - r)' R(f:oo^(T-'X'S(X,d)y (T"^X'X) 
X (r—i ( r S X X , r i ) ) y ^ j R! 1 {Rvec{A)-7^). (4.13) 
If the condition 
{ /rf-i �—i /^ -1 \" ' l _ 
rank Rl^oo® J2^uU) S „ J2r[,{j) \R' =q, (4.14) 
\i=o / V=o ) 
- V Z J 
holds, then 
1^ ^ —a xl 
4.2o Model with d = 4 
In this section, we study the model with d = 4 because many economic 
data are observed quarterly. Now, we write (4.1) in error correction form. 
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yt = H*{L)A4yt + nimi,t_i + n2m2,t-1 + ri3m3,t-1 + n4m4,t-1 + VQ^t, (4.15) 
or 
A m 二 H * � L ) � y t + (n! - / /4) mi,t-i + ( ¾ + / /4) m2,t-i + n3m3,t-1 
+ (ri4 + / /2) m4,t-1 + '"o，t， （4.16) 
where mi，t = (1 + L + L^ + L^)yu m2,t = (1 一 L + L^ - L^)yt, m3,t = (1 - L^)m, 
m 4 , t 二 L(1 - L”yt, r i i = / / ( l ) / 4 , n 2 = - i / ( - l ) / 4 , r i 3 = - R e [ - ^ ( 6 ) d / 2 二 
-lm[H{i)] / 2 , n 4 = - Re [H{t)] / 2 , H*{L) = ZiZt^tL' a n d H �= 
- E $ M ^ + 4 , 
This error correction form is the one suggested by HEGY (p.232) and Lee 
(1992, p.7). Obviously, the variables mi’（，rri2,t and m3,t are filtered values of 
yt that have unit roots at frequency 0,1/2 and 1/4 respectively. Furthermore, 
the transformation matrix is defined by D = [^, Dj^, D^], D[ = [4-4,0]'， 
DM = diag (^,/^2,/¾,/¾) and D^ = (/仏“^丄,/%丄’^5丄,/%丄).Also, from (4.8), 
Tljv = diag (A±/4, - /知丄 / 4 , 0, —/知丄/2). 
Then, we can estimate (4.15) by using (4.12) 
A+ = [#*+，fi+] = ( y + ' . 9 ( X , 4 ) - T A + ) (X'5(X,4))-^， （4.17) 
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where A& = Aox 一 ^Ox^xx^xx, Aox, ^Ox, ^xx and Q,xx are defined in Section 
<*"v _>s>_ ><v >"v 
4.1 with d = 4. Furthermore, the kernel estimates Hox, ^xx, ^Ox and Aa^a： can be 
obtained by OLS estimation of (4.15). 
The limiting distribution of A^ in (4.17) is given by the following results : 
COROLLARY 4»4�Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 with d = 4, then 
(a) TV2 (1+ - ^ i ) �� N (0，Eoo ® {zU ^nU))'' ^u (E?=o 厂 “ ⑴ 广 ) ， 
(b) T (A+ - � =T (fi+ — n;v) —d 4 (fo' dB0.2B^) (fo' B2B|,y'. 
The conditions for this corollary to hold are the same as those in Theorem 4.1. 
Obviously, the result of this corollary is a special case of Theorem 4.1. One 
interesting finding is obtained in the non-stationary component. If all variables 
in yt are cointegrated, then, by Corollary 4.2, U^ converges to Uj^. For the 
cointegrated component at frequency zero, the corresponding element of IIjv is 
7/4 by (4.8). This result is quite interesting because, in a usual I(1) cointegrated 
system, the corresponding element of 11^ is I. This can be explained intuitively 
by dividing the unit circle into four equal portions. Then, frequency zero and 1/2 
components are represented by the upper right and upper left portions respec-
tively. The frequency 1/4 component is allocated to the lower half of the unit 
circle. Of course, for the I(1) process, it will get all the unit circle at one time. 
EXAMPLE 4ol» To illustrate the use of theorem derived, we consider a special 
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case of model (4.1) with n == 1 and k = 4. In particular, 
4 
yt = Y^ HjVt-j + vo’t. (4.18) 
i=i 
We rewrite (4.18) as (4.5), then 
yt == npt_i+t;o，t. (4.19) 
Applying the formula (4.18), 
A+ = n+ = [ y + ' . 9 ( P - i , 4 ) - T A + ] (Pip9(P_i ,4) ) - ' . (4.20) 
where 
y+'5(p_i ,4) = [Ef=2 y^s(mj,t-u4), E�=2 y t s — , t - i , 4), zI=2 yts—,t—i, 4), 
Yl=2ytS{rtH.t-1A) 
and 
P i i 5 ( P - i , 4 ) 
E ^ 2 mi,t_i5(mi,t_i, 4) E ^ 2 mi,t_i.9(m2,t-i,4) E^=2 ^ i , t - i ^ ( ^ 3 , t - i , 4 )： 
TL2 ^2,t-1S(mi’t— 1 ’ 4) Zl=2 ^2，t-1 S{ni2,t-1,4) Ef=2 ^2,t-1S(m3,t-1，4): 
YA=2 m^,t-\S{mi^t-\A) El=2 m3’t-i‘SXm2’t—i,4) Ef=2 ^3,t-i^'(^3,t- i ,4)： 
E ^ 2 ^4,t-1S {mi ,t_ 1,4) E ^ 2 ^M,t-1 S{ni2,t-1，4) E L 2 ^4,t-1S (m3，t— i, 4 ) : — _ 
Tl=2 mi,t_i5(m4,t-i,4) 
E L 2 m2,t-iS{m4,t-i,^) 
J2l=2 m3,t-1S{m4^t-1,^) 
E L 2 rri4,t-iS{rrH,t-i^^) 
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Then, we have the following corollary : 
COROLLARY 4�5» Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 with d = 4，n = 1 
and k = 4，we have 
(a) T " 2 ( I + - ^ ) = r " 2 (n+ - nM) - d N (o, SooS„/ � = � ” )， 
(b) T (i+ - ^ 2 ) = T ( n + — n ^ ) —d 4 ( / J 心0.2钱）(/o B ^ r , 
where the variance matrices Eoo, S n and autocovariances r n ( j ) are scalar in 
this single equation model. The conditions for this corollary to hold are the same 
as those in Theorem 4.1. 
In this corollary, the ECM model contains the cointegrated and non-
cointegrated components, no short-run dynamics. The result of part (a) is dif-
ferent from that by OLS estimation of single equation due to the transforma^ 
tion 5(., d) on the regressors. Also, in this AR(4) model, we also obtain the 
limiting distribution of non-cointegrated component because 57(4,0) series are 
cointegrated at three different frequencies. Despite the presence of non-stationary 
component, we do not need to perform the unit root tests (See HEGY and Dickey 
et al (1984)) because of the dominance of cointegrated component. 
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~\ 
5. M o n t e Carlo Exper imenta l Resu l t s 
In previous sections, we derive the results asymptotically. This section 
studies the behaviour of FM-SEA estimator in finite samples. Phillips and Hansen 
(1990) compared the finite sample properties of FM-OLS, OLS and ECM esti-
mators for a model with an I(1) process. In general, the FM-OLS and ECM 
estimators perform better than OLS estimators. Although there is a persistent 
and smaller bias in the FM-OLS estimator, FM-OLS estimator is superior to the 
ECM estimator. Kitamiira and Phillips (1995) compared the finite sample prop-
erties of FM-IV, FM-GIVE, FM-GMM，FM-OLS and OLS estimators for a model 
with a mixture of I(0) and 7(1) processes. The basic result is that the FM-IV 
estimator has the best overall performance among those chosen estimators, al-
though it has a greater root mean squared error. In the followings, we will study 
the finite sample properties of FM-SEA and OLS estimators with a mixture of 
7(0) and SI�d, 6) processes. 
Now, let us construct a single equation model. 
yt = o!'-r-t + UQ^t, ( 5 . 1 ) 
where Xt and uo’t are generated by 
_ n r *n � "1 � _ 
^i,t A 0 :rj^t-d Ua,t 
Xt= = + , |A |<1 , (5.2) 
^2,t 0 1 -r2,t-d Ub,t 
• «J L J L J L • 
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U0,t = f^ Ub,t + Uc,t, (5.3) 
p. *i r n r n r n r • 
Ua,t 1 0 0 6a,t P 0 0 £a,t-\ 
Ub’t = 0 1 0 e,^t + 0 p 0 e,,t-i . (5.4) 
Uc,t 0 0 1 Ec,t 0 0 p 6c,t-l 
• � Li J u J L J L» J 
From (5.2), we can see that :ri,t and a;2,t are generated by restricted AR(d) 
and SI{d^ 6) processes respectively. For the generation process of regression error 
ito,t, !•i indicates the degree of contemporaneous correlation between x2^ t and UQ^ t-
In (5.4), the components Ua,t, Ub,t and Uc,t are generated by independent MA(1) 
processes because £a，t，^ b,t and Cc,t are i.i.d. in our model. We also assume that 
they are generated by the same parameter p for simplicity. Furthermore, the 
error component Ua,t is serially imcorrelated with the regression error uo,t- This 
makes the error components in this simulation model to satisfy Assumption 2.1. 
The values of 6a,t, ^b,t, ^c,t and xt at t = 0,1,2,..., d - 1 are excluded in 
our simulation model and we choose a' = (a1,a2) 二（5,10), A = 0.9 and p 二 0.9. 
The results are based on 20,000 simulations of sample size T = 50,100, 200 and 
500. Furthermore, d = 1 and 4 are chosen for comparison of the results. The 
FM-SEA estimators of ai and “2 are given by (3.10) and (3.11) respectively. The 
OLS estimators of ai and a2 are given by 
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r "1 r n — 1 r _ 
ai E L i ^i,f El=i ^i,tX2,t ZLi ^i,tVt 
= . (5.5) 
a2 YJ=1 -^l,t^2,t ES=1 ^2,t E L l ^2,tVt 
- J L J L J 
Parzen kernel is chosen arbitrarily for the estimation of long-run covari-
ance matrices. Kitamiira and Phillips (1995) mentioned that there was no reason 
to choose optimal value of K for the estimation of ai and a2. We choose the 
lag length K of kernel estimation of A and H to be 8 arbitrarily throughout 
this simulation. (The results change very small for the other values of K, so we 
will not report the results here). The simulation results are summarised in the 
diagrams and tables which are given at the end of the appendix. Before we pro-
ceed to analyse the simulation results, we define some notations for convenience. 
MAD, Biasat;p and RMSEai；^ denote the mean absolute deviation, average bias 
and average root mean squared error respectively. The probability density func-
tions (pdf's) of a l and aJ are presented selectively and all results of summary 
statistics are shown in Tables 1 - 4. 
Figures 1 and 2 show the pdf's of estimates of coefficients ai and a2 respec-
tively. In those figures, we use the bandwidths of 0.03 and 0.01 for pdf's under 
T = 50 and T = 500 respectively. We observe that the pdf's of af are flatter 
than those of ai under various values of /i, d and T in Figure 1. This can be ex-
plained by two reasons. First, we realise that ^d^'i,t is a moving average process. 
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This induces the loss of information of rci,t in finite samples because the long-run 
variance matrix for this over-differenced series A^xi^t is zero. Second, the kernel 
estimates of long-run covariance matrices do not perform well in finite samples. 
When the sample size T increases, the peaks of pdf's of aj"" and ai become closer. 
This represents that the FM-SEA and OLS estimators converge together asymp-
totically. As d increases, the pdf's get flatter because the variances of ^ " and ai 
are related to the values of d by Corollary 3.4. 
On the other hand, in Figure 2, the pdf of a,2 has the Dickey-Fuller dis-
tribution. However, when /i = 0，the pdf of a2 is more symmetric by using the 
result of Phillips and Park (1988) as compared with that of a J . As /j, gets larger, 
the pdf of a,2 tends to skew more rightwards. This is because a larger value of 
|jL implies a higher contemporaneous correlation between izo,t and n2,t, hence the 
transformations of yt and Aox by (3.1) and (3.2) become more important. As 
seen from Figure 2, aJ tends to be more efficient when “ becomes larger. 
Figures 3 and 4 compare the distributions of aJ and a^ under various values 
of d and /j,. The pdf's become flatter when d increases for all values of T and jJi. 
This is consistent with the result of Theorem 3.1. The pdf's of a^ are symmetric 
in Figure 3. When T = 50, aJ has a upward bias and the size of bias increases 
with d. Nevertheless, the problem is eliminated as T increases in Figure 4(d). 
Refer to Tables 1 - 4，MAD's of FM-SEA and OLS estimators of coefficients 
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ai and a2 fall when the sample size increases. When the order of seasonal inte-
gration d increases, the MAD also increases. When the sample size is smaU, says 
T = 50, an increase in d induces a rise in BiaSa^^ '^s for both a]*" and aJ . a2 has the 
similar properties by Theorem 2.2. The results of a | and aJ are caused by the 
performance of kernel estimates of long-run covariance matrices in finite samples. 
As |J, increases, Bias^^ of a^ rises as compared with Figures 4 (a) and (b). Also, 
the RMSEa”" increases with ". However, as the samples size increases to 500, 
BiaSot;p's of 对 and aJ are greatly reduced. This says that the performance of 
the kernel estimates of long-run covariance matrices is improved by an increase 
in sample size T. Concerning with the t-statistic o foJ , an increase in fi will raise 
the Bia,Savg but lower the RMSEavg- This implies that their variances become 
smaller. As a result, the t-statistic tends to reject the null hypothesis a2 = 0. 
The RMSEavi； of t-statistic for a2 increases with /i unlike that for aJ . In addition, 
BiaSavp of a,2 is larger than that of aJ . Thus, t-statistic for aJ performs better 
than that for a2. On the other hand, t-statistics for ai and a^ do not change 
monotonically with fi. Nevertheless, the t-statistics for a^ and aJ have smaller 
bias than those of a,i and a,2 except when T = 50. The reason is that the kernel 
estimates of long-run covariance matrices do not perform well in small samples. 
Thus, the performance of a^ and oJ is fairly good under various values 
of d and jj, especially for the non-stationary component. Of course, when T gets 
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larger, the performance of FM-SEA estimator is improved. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have generalised the results of PFM by estimating the 
models with an unknown number of unit roots at various frequencies. The FM-
SEA estiamtor for /(0) component is 0(T^/^)-consistent and has a normal asymp-
totic distribution. The asymptotic variance is different from that by Theorem 
4.1(a) of PFM. The distribution for SI{d, 0) component is asymptotically mixed 
normal and varies with the order of seasonal integration. This means that the 
limiting distribution for SI{d, 6) component is proportional to the number of 
non-overlapping points on the unit circle. Furthermore, we introduce the deter-
ministic trend component into the model and the result of /(0) component is the 
same as that of Theorem 3.1 (a). In this case, the variates of stochastic trend 
and deterministic trend components are mixed. The SI{d, 6) component varies 
with the values of d, while the deterministic trend component is invariant to the 
八 • 
values of d. Since the full coefficient matrix A^ has a normal limit distribution, 
the conventional Wald statistic has a chi-sqiiared limit distribution once the rank 
condition is satisfied. 
On the other hand, we apply the technique of FM-SEA estimation to esti-
mate a VAR(A:) system. Oiir results are different from those in PFM because of 
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the locations of complex unit roots. The distribution of stationary component, 
which includes stationary variables AaXt-j and cointegrated component pi,t-i 
in (4.6)，is asymptotically normal. The distribution of non-cointegrated compo-
nent is asymptotically mixed normal irrespective of the number of unit roots. Jn. 
addition, we do not need to estimate the cointegrating vectors. 
In finite samples, the FM-SEA estimator for non-stationary component 
performs very well under various degrees of contemporaneous correlation of uo,t 
and U2,t and the order of seasonal integration d. The average bias of FM-SEA 
estimator for I{0) component is always smaller than those of OLS estimator. 
With respect to the SI{d, 0) component, the average bias of estimated coeffcient 
increases with d in small samples. When the sample size increases, the biases are 
reduced gradually. The t-statistics for FM-SEA estimated coefficients always have 
lower average biases and RMSEs especially when the sample size increases. This 
also indicates that the FM-SEA estimated coefficients have a better performance 
in testing hypothesis. 
To conclude this paper, the FM-SEA estimation of models with an unknown 
number of seasonally integrated series yields a more general result of limiting 
distribution of full coefficient matrix. The number of unit roots is invariant to our 
results except in those extreme cases. Therefore) no unit root tests are required 
by this FM-SEA approach. 
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7. M a t h e m a t i c a l A p p e n d i x 
The lemmas given below are useful for proving the theorems and we will 
consider the case of untruncated kernels satisfying Assumption 2.2 (a) and (b). 
For the case of truncated kernels, the lemmas can be proved in the similar ways 
and the modifications have been discussed by PFM and Chang and Phillips 
(1995). Thus, we will not repeat those proofs for convenience. 
The proofs given here follow closely to the proofs of Lemma 8.1 in PFM. 
The following facts are stated to help the proofs of lemmas and the details are 
discussed in PFM. Under the siimmability condition in Assumption 2.1 (a), we 
have 
£ r i T O ) " < o o . 
i=o 
This fact is shown clearly in Phillips (1993, p.52) and this implies F(K)= 
E{utu[_j^) = o{K-^). Also, Var{r{K)) = 0(T—i) as shown in Priestley (1970， 
p.326, equation 5.3.25) and Hannan (1970, p.212). Thus, the order of magnitude 
>^  
of r{K) is given by 
r{K) = 0,,{T-'/^) + 0{K--) = 0p{l), 
and this was shown in Priestley (1970, p.322). This relation also holds for f(i^T-l) 
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and f ( - i ^ ) . Moreover, Assumptions 2.2 (b) and 2.3 (d) imply 
w{{K - \)/K) = 0 ( K - ^ ) and w ( ( - K + l ) / K ) = 0(iT"2). 
x ^  
Thus, the term w((K — l ) /K)P(K) appears in the Taylor's expansions of 
the kernel functions in the following proofs has the order of magnitude 
w((K — l ) /K)F(K) 二 0(i^-2)Op(l) = Op(K'^). 
The approximation of kernel estimates by the Taylor's expansion is im-
portant to our proof because the sample autocovariance of the error terms with 
seasonally integrated processes is complicated and we can approximate the kernel 
estimates involving the autocovariance of /^d^i,t and the other components of Ut 
by d I{-l) processes. This approximation has been used in Chang and Phillips 
(1995) where the kernel estimate of / ( - 2 ) process is approximated by two /(—1) 
processes. 
r / 
To simplify our notations in the following analysis, let Ub,t = Adu'i ,^ u'2,t = 
Ado:j, ^ = D'^d^t and denote the long-run and one-sided long-run covariance ma-
trices of no,t and Ub,t as flob and Aob respectively. The long-run variance and 
one-sided long-run covariance matrices of Ub’t are denoted by Q b^ and Abb respec-
tively. 
L E M M A 7 � 1 �U n d e r Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 (d), the followings hold : 
(a) E j L V ^MQU)/^nJ) = d X K-^w"{0) ZT=-oo k( i) - d/2] r{j) 
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+Op(T-i/2/C-V2)^ 
(b) Ef=v ^ > m / K ) m = d ^ K - ^ w " m + & 『 " ^ [ ’ ， 
where ^ = -K + d + 1，Ku = K - d 一 1, K — 1 and q{j) = j, d + d. 
PROOF. Define B, = {j : |j | < K*} and B* 二 {j : |j | > K*, KL < j < Ku} for 
some K* = K^ with 6 G (0,1). 
Part (a) For convenience, we choose q{j) = j + d and rewrite the sum 
Y:f^j,^AMU + d)/K)r{j) as 
^^MU + d)/K)rU) + J2^MU + d)/K)r(j). (7.i) 
B* B* 
Under Assumption 2.2, we can consider the approximation of Adw{{j + d)/K) by 
the Taylor's expansion. 
^MU + d)/K) = iv{{j + d)/K)-w{j/K) 
=ro'{j/K){d/K) + ^w"{j/K){d/Kf + o{R-^) 
= _秘 ' ( 0 ) + 'w"mj/K) + o{K-^)] {d/K) 
+ J K' (0) + 0(1)] [d^/K^) + o{K-^) 
=w"_j/K2) + ^v"(0)((dy2)/K^) + o(K^) 
=d X K-^iu"{^){j + d/2){l + o(l)). 
Then, the first sum of (7.1) becomes 
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Y^ AMU + d)/K)r{j) 二 d X K-hv'{0) [ U + rf/2)f(i)(l + o ( l ) ) . 
\j\<K* m<K* _ 
The mean of the term with squared bracket is given by 
00 
E u+^rm - ii\ mm — E u + � � . 
\j\<K* J.=_oo 
Note that mean used here is provided by Priestly (1981, vol. 1，equation 5.3.14). 
Next, we consider the second sum of (7.1) and approximate the kernel function 
by the Taylor's expansion 
AcM( j + d)/K) = d X K-'w'{6j), 




whose mean is given by 
dxK-'J2'v'{ej){i-\j\/T)rij). 
B* 
The modulus of the mean above is dominated by 
d X K - ' s i i p | t i / ( % ) | Y 1 | | r ( j ) | | 
KL<j<I<U J 丨力〉厂* 
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< dxR-^M Y. ||C5|| \\Cs+j\ 
\j\>K* 
00 
< dxK-^K*-H4 Y, ^ ( 5 + j)" | |C, | | ||C,+,-|| 
\j\>K* s=0 
00 00 
< d X K-^K-^^MY,WCsWY,r^ ||C;||, 
s=0 r=0 
where w'{.) is uniformly bounded under Assumption 2.2, that is, 3M such that 
w'{x)l < M ^x e R. Note that we can choose 6 so that a6 > 1. Then, the mean 
of second sum of (7.1) has the orcier of o{K~^) as K 一 oo. Hence, the first sum 
of (7.1) dominates the second sum. 
Now, we consider the variance matrix of the sum in (7.1) by writing it as 
Ku i<u 
E &dW((j + d�/K)?U) = (lxK-i E w'{j/K)r(j)(l^o(l)). 
j=I<L 3^J<L 
Then, by Hannan (1970, Theorem 9), we have 
� ( Ku \ 
lim TKVar vcc dxK_^ V iv'{j/K)r{j) 
T—00 . ^ / 
L \ 3=1<L J. 
r fKu \ 
二 rf2 lim TK-^Var vec V iu'{j/K)r{j) T—00 s , L \3^KL ) _ 
= c o n s t a n t . 
This implies that the variance of the dominant term of (7.1) is 0{T~^K~^). 
The preceding obtained results lead i.is to deduce that 
Ku � 
£ AMU + d)/K)r{j) = dxK-' [ (j + fV2)r(i+A(T-"2i^-"2). 
j = K L j=—oo 
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This is the required result. Note that the same analysis can be applied for 
q(j) = j. • 
Part (b) As in the proof of part (a), we choose q{j) = j + fiand rewrite the sum 
EjLv^d^(^0')/^)r(i) as 
Z A > ( ( j + d)/K)r(j) + ^ A > ( ( i + d)/K)r{j). (7.2) 
B* B* 
Under Assumption 2.2, we can consider the approximation of Alw{{j + d)/K) by 
the second-order Taylor's expansion. 
Al^((j + d)/K) = A(,[W(j + rZ)//()_i"(j/;0] 
=h((j + d)/K) - w{j/K)] + [w{{j - d)/K) - w{j/K)] 
=iv'{j/K){d/K) + {l/2)w"{j/K){d/K^) 
-xu'{j/K){d/K) + {l/2)w"{j/K){d/Kf + o{K-^) 
二 f / 2 r V ( 0 ) ( l + o( i ) )+o( ;^-2) 
二 rZ2/(-\ / ' (0)(l + o(l)). 
Since w"{.) is continuous and uniformly bounded under Assumption 2.2 
(b), then the first sum of (7.2) has the mean 
d"K-hu"{^) E ( 1 - i i i / m i ) . 
\j\<i<' 
The mean scaled by K^ becomes 
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d ^ v " { o ) ^ ( 1 - \ j \ / T ) r ( j ) � # w " ( o ) a 
\3\<1<^ 
The second sum of (7.2) is approximated by the first-order Taylor's expan-
sion 
^ A > ( ( j + r/)/i^)f(i) = d'K-'J2w"(0j)r(j), 
B* B* 
where 6j G {j/K, {j + d)/K) and it has the mean 
r i 2 i ^ - 2 ^ . / ' ( ^ ) ( i - | i | / T ) r ( j ) , 
B* 
and the modulus of the second sum of (7.2) is dominated by 
d ' K - ' [ sup l^u'{6j)l] ^ Wr{j)W<0{K-'-^') , 
I<L<j<I<U J |j|>/C* 
where 6 G (0，1) and this is followed directly from the proof of part (a). Also, the 
variance matrix of (7.2) is considered by rewriting (7.2) as 
Ku Ku 
£ ^lw{{j + d)/K)T{j) = ct'K-^ X： w"{j/K)V{j){l^o{l)). 
j=KL 3=I<L 
As in the proof of part (a), the variance matrix is 0{T~^K~^) because 
_ ( Ku V 
lim TK^Var vcc d^K'^ V w"{j/K)r{j) 
T~»oo .^^ 
L V rKL / . 
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• ( Kv \ 
= d ^ lim TK-^Vav vec Y w"{j/K)f{j) 
T^oo S 
L X3=i<L / � 
= c o n s t a n t . 
Thus, we obtain the required result. • 
L E M M A 7 . 2 �U n d e r Assumptions 2.1，2.2 and 2.3 (d), the followings hold : 
(a) OA,niA.u, = - d ^ K - \ v " { m n + 0^{T-^'^K-^'^) 4- o^{K'^), 
(b) O.oA,ui = d X K-2^"(O)0oi + Op(T-V2x-V2) + Op(K-% 
(c) Qu,A,u, = d X K - h u " m 2 i + Op(T-V2i^-V2) + Op(i^-2), 
(d) ^A,U,U2 = d X K-hi/'{0yn2 + Op(r-V2/^-i/2) + Op(K-”, 
(e) noAau, ：= ^oA,u, = ^noA,.. + Op(r_l) + 0户(广"27^—2)， 
( f ) � A ? = [ - d - ' (001 - n02O22V^21) nri^ + 0 , { T - y ^ K ' / ' ) + o,{T-'I^K^I^) 
：^02^22^ +Op( l ) , 
Where ¢01 = [ 告 - 0 0 ( ) — ( " 2 )厂鄭 ,“几 02i = Y : % - o o U - d / 2 ) r u , m U ) and 0i2 = 
ZT=-ooU-d/2)ru,u,U)-
P R O O F � 
x*v 
Part (a) Recall from (2.13), the kernel estimate H is decomposed into 
T 




= T — 1 ^ [ n i , t 一 ui^t-d] [ui,t-j - ui^t-d-j]' 
t=j+i 
T 
=T—1 Y. [^hA,t-j - ^ht-du'i^t-j - ^htu'l^t-d-j + 
t=i+i 
+uht-du'i,t-d-j 
=fnitxi (j) — fuiui U - ^) - ftxiui (j + d) + r^iui (j) 
=-A2f,,,,,(i + r/). 
Then, it follows that 
x - i 
^A,u,A,u, = - E w{j/K)Alru,uAj + d) 
j=-K+l 
K-1 
= - Y 1 w{j/K) [-2ru,u, {j) + f,,,, {j - d) + r,,,, {j + d) 
j=-K+l 
二 一 一2 1茫 ^o{j/K)Tu,uA3)^ K £ 1 w{{j + d)/Kfu,uAj) 
j=-/<+l i=-K-d+l 
/(+d-l -
+ E ^^{U-d)/K)h,uAj) 
j=-X+d+l _ 
=—^¾' hK(j + d)/K) - 2'w{j/K) + xv{{j - d)/K)] f,,., {j) 
j=-/(+d+l 
+V 








- E HU + d)/K)ru,udj)- E w{{j-d)/K)ru,mU) 
j=-K-d^l j=K-d 
=Op{K-^). 
Together with Lemma 7.1 (b), we have 
^ W i A _ = -d'K-^v"{0)nu + A ( T - " 2 i C - 3 / 2 ) + o,{K-'). • 
> ^ 
Part (b) Consider the expression of kernel estimate fluoAaui directly. 
K-1 八 
^uoAaui = Y j Hj/^)^uoA,iU, {j) 
j^-K+l 
I<-l ^ 
= Y^ 'w{j/K) [fuom (j) - fnoui U + (I� 
J=-/C+1 
K-1 K+d-1 
= E � � � �( i ) - E ^(0 ' - d)/K)ruou, (i) 
j=-K+l j=-K+d+l 
= E [w{j/K) — w{{j - d)/K)] Tuom U) 
j=-j(+d+i 
-/C+d K+d-l 
+ X： ru{j/I<)ruouAj) - E ^v{{j-d)/K)ruouAj) 
j=-I<+l j=K 
= E AMj/t<)^uou, {j) + Op{K-^). 
j=^-K+d+l 
Thus, nuoA,u, = d X K-^iv"{0)c|>oi + Op ( r - "2 iC- "2 ) + Op{R-^) by Lemma 7.1 
( a ) . • 
Part (c) and (d) can be proved by the same way as in part (b), so we will not 
repeat the proof here. 
Part (e) We write 
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^uoAdUi 
八 K-\ 八 八 
=^oAdUi - Y^ w{3/K){A-A)T:,^^u,{3) 
i=-K+l 
-K^-d K^d-l 
=nu,A,u, - E w{j/K){A-A)r,uAj)+ E w{j/K){A-A)r,u^{j) 
j=-K+l j=K 
K+d-l 
- E ^dw{j/K){A — ] ) ?购 ( j ) . (7.3) 
j = - K + d + l 
Then, 
fxui( j) 
- ^ x i u i ( j ) + f w a 
= D [ f _ l ( j ) + f v l ( j ) : 
二 Op(l) for — K + 1 < j < -K + d and K < j < K + d — 1， 
because the first term is the autocovariance of stationary error component u\^t 
while the second term converges in distribution to some stochastic integral with 
bounded variation as shown in Phillips (1988b). Also, using the fact that w{j/K)= 
0(X-2) for -K + 1 < j < —K + d and K < j < K + d - 1, A - A = Op( r ] /2 ) , 
the second and third terms in (7.3) are Op(T~^/^K~^). 
Now, we consider the fourth term in the expression of (7.3) 
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K+d-1 
E ^dw{j/K) (A-A) r,u^j) 
j=-K+d+l 
I<+d-l 
= Y. AMj/K) (ii - Ai) rv,i {j) 
j=-/(+d+i 
/(+d—i 
+ Y^ ^aw{j /K) [A2 - A2) f ^ M ( j ) . (7.4) 
j=-j(+d+i 
Using the fact that Ai - Ai = Op(T"^/^) and the result of part (b), we 
have 
/<+d-l 
E ^Mj/K) [A,-Ai)r.,u,U) 
j=-i<+d+i 
=Op{K-'') + Op( r - "2 /^ - "2 ) ] Op( r - "2 ) 
二 Op(T-”2K—�+Op(T-iK-i�. 
For the second sum of (7.4), we see that A2 — A2 = Op{T~^) and 
E f = t x l d + 1 A - ( j / K ) f_】（ j ) 二 K-1 E f = + - t U f i ^ ' ( % / ^ ) f . , n . ( i ) = Op(l) as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of Phillips (1991b，p.432-433) where 
0j e ((j 一 d)/KJ/K). This deduces the second sum of (7.4) is Op{T~^). • 
Part (f) By partitioned matrix inversion of ^ , we have 
八 Bu Bu 
o_i — ^ ^ bb — ‘ 
^21 ^22 
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A 1 A A 一 1 八 八.一 1 
where B n = ClAdUiAdXH ~ ^Ajui A^ni ^ ^dUiU2^u2U2.AdUi ^ u2AdUi ^ AdUi AdUi ‘ 
> ^ 1 A 八 1 i > 一 1 < ^ < > — 1 
^12 = -^dUiAdUi^AdtxiU2^2U2.Adtxi ‘召21 = “^^2-^d^i ^2Adtxi ^ AdUi Ajui and 
-—1 
八 1 、八 八 <> 一 1 ：^^ —1 
^ 2 = u^2U2.AdWi “ ^U2U2 -^2ArfUi"AdUiAdWi^AdUiU2 . 
Then, 
r n p • 
A � 1 A • >^ • 
^Ob^bb ~ ^OAdUi Bu : Bu +%W2 B21 : B22 
• J L • 
~ ^ 1 ‘ ^02 ‘ 
Using Lemma 7.2 (a), (c) and (d), we have 
^u,u,.A,u, = ^u,u, + Op{K-^) + Op{T-'K) + Op{T-'/^K-'^^) 
八 二 ^^ i2l"2 + < )^(1) —V ^ 2 -
Also, using Lemma 7.2 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and the above result, we have 
Xoi = \-d-'¢ol + o,(r-V2K^V2)i n - / — \-d-'¢ol + A( r - "2 i^3 /2 ) i ^ - i 
L J L J 
X Op{K-^) + Op(T-"2/^-i/2)l [如 + Op(l)]-i 
. J 
X -c i -V21+O,(T-V2/rV2)] n „ i 
—[^½ + Op{l)] [022 + Op(l)]-l [-fZ-V2i + Op(r-l"i^3/2)] ^ - 1 
= d — l [001 - ^ 2 ^ V > 2 l ] ^u + Op(r-l/2/^3/2) + O p � T - ” ¥ \ 
Xo2 = - [-d-'c|>oi + Op(T-i"K3/2)] [n„ + Op{l)]-' 
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X lOp{K-^) + Op(r - l /2 ;^-"2) l ^ - 1 + 0^2^22^ + Op{l) • -
=Oo2^^22^ + Op{l). • 
L E M M A 7 � 3 �U n d e r Assumptions 2.1，2.2 and 2.3 (d), the followings hold : 
(a) [T-^A^U{S{lh,d) - AA,u,A.u,] = d^K-^w"{0) 
X A n - 2 - 1 ¾ + d-i E , t ] ( i - d/2)r^,u, {j)] + 0 “ 『 - " 2 冗 - 1 ) + o{K^), 
(b) T-W^S{U,,d)-Au,Aaur = -dxK-^w' '{0)^2i^Op{T-y^K-y^)+Op{K-^)^ 
(c) T- 'AdU[S{X2^d)-AA,u,u, = -dxK-^w"{0)^|n2 + Op{T-^f^) + Op{K-^), 
(d) AoA.u. := A ‘ 么 洲 = E , t j r .on.( j) + 0 , (T-^ ) + 0 , { T - ^ f ' K - y % 
(e) Ao., := A ‘u2 = ^02 + 0 , (T-V2xV2) , 
where ¢21 二 T^=dU 一 d/2)ru,u,{j) and 4 � u = ZT=dU + d/2)ru,mU)-
PROOF<. Define B, = {j : d < j < K*} and B* = {j : K* < j < K + d - 1} for 
some K* = K^ with S € (0,1). 
Part (a) We observe that 
T-'AdU[S{lh,cl)-A^,u,A,u, 
/(-1 
=T-'AdU[S(lh,cl) - Y^ xu{j/K) [fA,uiu,(j)-fA.uiuiO' + ^^) 
j=Q 
K+d-1 




+ E ^ 0 7 ^ ) f A . . , u , 0 ' ) -Y.wU/K)rA,u,m{j) 
j=K j=0 
I<^d-1 
=T-'A,U[S{lh,d)- Y^ [w{j/K) - w{{j - d)/K)] rA,niui(i) 
j=d 
K+d-1 d-l 
+ ^ w(j/Ky^A(_u) - E [ ^ 0 7 ^ ) — — 0 ) ] p A d _ i ( j ) 
j=K j=0 
d-l -•—~^  A 
—2^ ^AdUiui {j) 
j=0 
K+d-1 
= - E A - ( j / K ) f A _ M ( j ) + % ( r - " 2 i C - l ) + O p ( i ^ - 2 ) , 
j=d 
S ince E , t o [ ^ 0 7 ^ ) - — 0 ) ] f A , u , u , ( j ) = K - i E , t o ^ ^ ' h j ) r A , u , u A J ) 
= O p ( r - i / 2 X _ i ) where jj E (0,j/K). 
Now, we consider the first term of the above expression as in the proof of 
Lemma 7.1(a) and write it as 
- J ^ A , w ( J / ^ < ) ^ A , u , u A j ) - Z A , w ( J / ^ ) p A , u , u A j l (7.5) 
B* B* 
Under Assumption 2.2, the te.rm Adiu{j/K) can be approximated by the Taylor's 
expansion, we have 
dxK-^j-d/2)w"{0){l+o{l)). 
Then, the first term of (7.5) has the mean 
-d X K-V{0) f ] ( j - d/2){i — \j\/r)rA^ui(j) 
j—d 
K* 
=-d X K-^w"(0) J2 [U - d/2)Vu,u,U) - U - d/2)ru,u,{j _ ^)1 + o(K-^) 
j—d 
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'K* K*-d 1 
= - d X K-^w"(0) Y,{j - d/2)Fu,m {j) - E 0 + d/2)ru,u, U) + o{R-^) 
-j=d j=0 _ 
'j^*_fj^ d—1 
= - d X K-^w"{0) ^ (j - d/2 一 j 一 d/2)ru,mU) — Z ( j 一 d/2)Fu,m(j) 
. j = i i - i 
+ E 0' — d/2)Vu,u, {j) - {d/2)ru,u, (0) + o(K-^) 
j=K*-d^l . 
=cfK-^w"{0) ^：‘ r , , , , (j) + 2 - ^ r , , , , (0) + d-' J2U - d/2)Tu,u, {j) 




K^E d X K-\v"{0) Y,{j — d/2)rA,u,u, {j) 
_ j=d _ 
_ d-1 _ 
—p d^w"{0) A „ + 2 - i S n + d — i [ ( j - � 2 ) r _ i ( j ) 
i=i 
• J 
_ d-l ‘ 
=cl^w"(0) An + 2-^En + d'' [ ( j — d/2)ru,u,{j) 
i=i 
一 J 
Next, consider the mean of the second term of (7.5) 
K+d-l 
- d X K - ' Y . x u ' { e ^ ) { l - \ 3 \ / T ) V ^ , u , u A m + 0 { K - ' ) ) , 
j=K* + l 
as Adw{j/K) is approximated by the Taylor's expansion for 6j E ( ( j - d)/K,j/K). 
As in the proof of Lemina 7.1 (a), the modulus of this expression is domi-
nated by 
• 1 K+d-i 
-d X K-^ sup ]iv'{0j)l Y1 ||rA,uiui(i)|| (1 + 0{K-')) = o(i^-2), 
_d<j<K+d-^ J 绅 * + 1 
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= T - ' U ^ S { l h , d ) 一 Y^ w{j/K) [fu2ui(j)-r,2ui(j + d) 
j=0 
/<+d-l 
=T-HJ'^S{lh,d)- [ [w{j|K)-w{{j-d)|K)] f^,uAj) 
j=d 
一 2 [w{j/K) — w{0)] Fu,u, U) - E f-2Ui (i) + Op{K-^) 
j=0 j=0 
K^d-l 
= - E ^Mj/^)^u,u, (j) + 0,{T-'/'K-') + Op{K-'), 
j=d 
by the same tricks as in the proof of part (a). 
Now, we rewrite the first term of the above expression as 
—J2 ^dw(j/K)ru,u, {j) - E &cMj/K)fu^ U). (7.6) 
B* B* 
Under Assumption 2.2, the term Adtu{j/K) can be approximated by dxK~^{j-
d/2)w"(0){l + o(l)) and the mean of the first sum of (7.6) is given by 
K* 
-d X K-^u"{0) J2U — r//2)(l - |j| / r ) r _ i (i)(l + o{l)) 
j=d 
^ -d X K-\u"{0) £ ( j — rf/2)r_iC0 
j=d 
= — d X K-^w"{0)^2i-
The analysis of the second sum of (7.6) is the same as that in the proof of 
part (a) and the variance matrix of (7.4) is 0{T~^K~^). • 
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Part (c) To prove this lemma, we consider 
T-^AdU[S{X2,cl)-KA,u,u2 
=T-\U{ - Ul_^)S{X2,d) - AA,u,u, 
= T - ' S { u i x A , T ^ d) 一 T-hJl_aS�U2, d) 一 AA.um^. 
Next, we observe that 
^^,u,u,+T-HJl_^S[lh^d) 
= 5 ; l — j / K ) f A M U 2 ( j ) + F l f/;，-d ‘ 9 ( f / 2 , ( i ) 
j=0 
= ' j ^ W{j/K) [h,u,{j)-ru,u,U-d)] +T-'Ul_,S{U2,d) 
j=0 
二 "f—1 [Hj/K) — w(U + d)/K)] f_2(j) + T-'Ul_^S{U2, d) j=Q 
+ 'j2 ^U/^<)^u,u2U) - E HU + d)/K)ru,uAj) 
j=K-d j=^-d 
=-"i—1 ^MU + d)/K)ru,u,U) + T-'U[^_,S{U2, d) 
i=o 
+ ^ w{j|K)Vu,u,{j) - E h(0' + ^W-^0)lf.,u,0') 
j=K-d j=-d 
— 1 - ^ >^ 
- X>厂華2(力 
j=-d 
= - ' ' ^ \ M U + d)/K)Vu,u,U) + Op(T-V2) + Op(K-2). 
j=0 
where the second and fifth terms are Op(T~^^^) and the fourth term is by the 
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tricks as in the proof of part (a). 
The proof can be followed by part (b) and the mean of the first term is 
given by 
-d X K-' ^ ¾ " ' w" (0) (j + d/2){l — \j\ /T)ru,uAj) 
j=o 
00 
—-d X K-\v" (0) J2(j + d/2)ru,u,{j) 
j=o 
= - d X K-^u/'{0)^u-
Also, the variance matrix of the sum is 0{T~^K~^). • 
Part (d) Now, we consider 
^uoAdUi 
= E H j / K ) ^ o A , u S j ) 
j=0 
= E ^ 0 7 ^ ) [f.7on. (i) — f,7ou. U + d) 
j=0 
K+d-1 d-l _ 
= E b<j/^) _ m(U — d)/K)] f‘ui (j) + ^ w(j/K)r;^i (j) 
j=d J=0 
K+d-1 
- X ： w{j/K)r-^,,^{j) 
j=i< 
iC+d-l d-l 
= E ^M3|K)T-u0uS^) + Y.w{jlK)Tu,uA3)+0,{T-') 
j=d i=l 
+c>p(r-"2/(-]) + o “ r - " 2 K - 2 ) . (7.7) 
since 
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homU) = f , o u , ( i ) - ( i - ^ ) f .u , ( i ) 
=fuoui (i) - (ii - A,) r,,u, {j) - (i2 - ^2) f _ i (i) 
=Op(r-"2) iovK<j<K + d-l, 
r^:ou,0') = ^uouAj) + o , { T - ' ) f o r l < i < r f - l , 
w{j/K) = 0( iT"2) for K < j < K+d-1 and f-^,^ (0) = T - � f } ^ = T-^U'^Xi = 
0 by orthogonality condition of OLS residuals and the tricks as in the proof of 
part (a). 
Then, (7.7) can be further rewritten as 
K+rf-l K+d-l 
Y. A - ( j / i O f u o u i ( j ) - ( A - ^ E ^dw{j/K)f,uAj) 
j=d j=d 
+ £ f .on . ( j ) + 0 , { T - ' / ' K - ' ) + Op (T-i /2K-2) . (7.8) 
i = o 
The first sum of (7.8) is Op(T—i/2K—i/2) because its mean is zero under As-
sumption 2.1 (c) and its variance is 0{T '^K '^ ) . The second term is Op(T'^) + 
Op(r-i/2/<^-2) as shown in the proof of Lemma 7.2 (e). • 
Part (e) We write 
^ T _ = E'^^U/K)ho.Jj) 
j=0 
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= ^ w{j/K)hou,U) - {A — A) J2 Hj/K)rxu,{j)-
j=o j=o 
The first sum is Ef=o' w [ j / K ) t _ 2 U ) = A02 + Op(T_i/2i^i/2) because 
its mean is A02 and variance is 0{T-^K). The second sum is Op(r_i/2). The first 
sum dominates the second sum and hence, A0u2 := ^ u0u2 ~ ^02+Op(T"^/^iC^/^). 
• 
L E M M A 7»4» Under Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 (d), the followings hold : 
(a) T-W!^S{X2, d) — A,,,,,, := N22T —d fo (lB2B'2, 
(b) T-W|,S{X2, d) - Aou, ：= No2T —d fo dB0B'2, 
( c ) T - 2 ^ 5 ( X 2 , d) —d d-i fo' B2B'^. 
P R O O F � 
Part (a) We observe that 
T-^U!^S{X2,d)-Au,u2 
二 T - i f>2，,>’(4，t, ^ 0 - E 'mum?u2u“j) 
t=l j=Q 
= r - 1 f > 2， " ^’ t — d ’ d) + £ ？ 明 ⑴ - E <j/K)fu2U2(j) 
t=i j=0 j=0 
-J2ivU/K)h,u,U) 
j=d 





=T-' f:u2,t5(4t-., d) - ' ^ w{j/K)ru,u,U) + 0,{T-'/'K-') 
t=l j=d 
= 广 dB2B'2 + O p ( r - " 2 ) + O p ( r - " 2 i C - i ) + Op(l). (7.9) 
Jo 
The last line is obtained by using Lemma 2.1 (a) and (2.9). Thus, we deduce that 
T-Hl!^S{X2, d) - Au,u2 —d 广 dB2B'2. 
Jo 
This is the required result of part (a). • 
Part (b) In addition to Lemma 7.3 (e), the result can be followed in the same 
way as in part (a), so we will not repeat the proof here. 
Part (c) We note that 
T-^X'2S{X2,d) 
rj^ . / 
= ^ - ' E ^ ' _ ^ ) / ^ ( ( T / . / ) - ^ / ^ j r . ] ) ((T/rf)-V25(4 j^,j,d))dr 
=d-' J: ( ( r / r / ) - "^ , i7> i ) ((TA/)-V2.9(4 ,^^,,rf)) dr 
—d d-'["B2B'2. 
Jo 
The last line is obtained by (2.8), (2.9) and the continuous mapping theo-
rem. • 
L E M M A 7»5�Under Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 (a), the followings hold : 
(a) Q o A b ' l T - n i l S ( X , , d ) - A J = fOp( i^—2)+Op(r—i /2 i^—"2 ) 
. J ^ 
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+Op(r- i i^ i /2) ； no2^¾lM2T + OpC^-l/2) + ¾(^- l i^3 /2) + op⑴]， 
(b) r V 2 ^ f 2 - i lT-WlS{Xud) - A ,A, , J 二 0 , ( r y ^ K - ^ ) + Op(iT"i/2) 
• • 
+Op(r-V2xV2)^ 
( c ) T i / 2 [ T - i [ / 6 5 ^ ( X i , r f ) - A o A ^ ] = r - i / 2 t / 6 " i + ( 9 p ( K - i / 2 ) ^ r f A T ( 0 , ^ ^ ) . 
P R O O F � 
Part (a) By Lemma 7.2 (f), Lemma 7.3 (a), (b), (c) and Lemma 7.4 (a), we 
deduce that 
no60,V [T-Hiis{x,,d)-Kt, 
= — d - l ( 0 0 1 — O o 2 ^ V ^ 2 l ) ^ n + O p ( r — " 2 / ( 3 / 2 ) ： ^ 0 2 ¾ ' + O p ( l ) 
T-'AaUiS([/j, d) — AA,mA,m T-'AdU[S{X2, d) - A^,u,u, 
X 
T-HJ'^S{lh,d) — A,,,A,ui T-Hl'^S{X2, d) - Ku,u^ 
= — d - �( 0 0 1 — n 0 2 n 2 2 V > 2 1 ) ^U + O p ( T ^ — " 2 K " " 2 ) : Q 0 2 n 2 2 ' + Op{l) 
Op{K-^) + Op(r-V2i^-i) Op{K-^) + Op(T-V2) 
X 
Op(K-2) + Op(r-"2/C-l/2) JV22T 
=Op(K-') + O p ( r - " 2 [ " 2 ) + Op(T-^i^V2)： 
^02^22^22T + Op(7^-l/2) + ( � � — � � � � �+ Op(l)". 
This is the required result of part (a) under Assumption 2.3 (a). • 
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Part (b) To prove this part, we can obtain the first submatrix of the result in 
part (a). Thus, 
T^/2no5n,V [T-'U',S{Xi,d) - A,A,u, 
=T"2 [Op{K-^) + Op(r-"2/^_i /2) + Op{T-'K'^^) 
= O p ( r " 2 x - 2 ) + Op(K-i/2) + Op(r - i /2x i /2 ) ] . • 
Part (c) By Lemma 7.3 (d), we find that 
j.1/2 [ r -n/^5(Xi , r / ) -AoA ,ui" 
==T—iZHJlyS(lh,d)~~Ti/22^oAdUi 
=T-i/2f/^.9(fA,r/)-TV2 £ f _ “ j ) + A ( T - i ) + 0 “ r - i / 2 i ^ - i / 2 ) 
.i=i -
= r - " 2 c ^ r / i + Op( r - "2 ) + O p ( f " 2 ) 
—d N{0,Q^^). 
The last line is obtained by the Central Limit Theorem. • 
L E M M A 7»6» Under Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 (d), the followings hold : 
(a) [7^5(P, d) ( r - i / 2 ^ - i ) := yv2pT —d dfo' ( _ , 
(b) U(,S{P,d) ( r - i / 2 ^ - i ) ：= NopT ^d dfo' dBop,, 
_ • 
cl-'f,'B2B^ / J B2p' 
(c) W-:^Z'^S{Z'^,d)W-^a . 
’ ’ /o PB'2 df,'pp' 
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P R O O F : 
Par t (a) 
U!,S{P,d) (T-'/%') = d-'/'(T/d)-'^'{^U2,tS(pld)S-' 
t — 1 
= d - ' / ' { T / d ) - ' ^ ' j 2 ^ 2 M , d ) 6 ^ ' 
t=i 
=r/-V2 p^ j : : , T (1 一 ) - 1 〜 , 一 S ( 厂 一 S;1 
=(广"2 广(I ^(T/d)-y^2,[Tr]) S {v[rrv 力 ^？' 
J 0 
—d d [ (lB2p', 
Jo 
by (2.8)，(2.9), (3.15) and the continuous mapping theorem. • 
Par t (b) The proof of this part can be followed easily from part (a), so we will 
not repeat here. 
Par t (c) 
T-2x^.9(X2, d) T-^I^X'^S{P, d)6-^ 
w-^z'^s{z'^,d)w-^= . 
T-^I^6-^P'S{X2, d) T-^8-^P'S{P, d)(5-i 
_ J 
We consider the limiting process of T"^6^^P '5 (P , d ) 8 - \ firstly, 
T p/T 
T - � � ' S ( P , d ) S � l 二 T - � J2 / S;^'p[Tr]S (p[Trvd) Si^'dv 
j=l ^U-^)/T 
= T _ 1 [ ^T^P{Tr]S {p[Tr]^(i) <5fVZr 
J 0 
—d d [ PP', 
Jo 
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by (3.15) and the continuous mapping theorem. 
Next, we consider the limiting process of T_^Xi^S[P,(l)S;K 
T - 3 / 2 A ^ i V / ) g l 二 T-'/'j2'X2,tS{Pt.d)^T' 
¢=1 
T dj /T 
=rf-3/2 ^ [ {T/d)-'^^X2,[Tr]S (p[Tr],d) S^'dv 
j^7d(i- l ) /T � , 




by (2.8), (2.9), (3.15) and the continuous mapping theorem. Similarly, we can 
also show that T'^/^6^^P'S{X2, d) —d Jo P^2- Combining the results, we have 
1 , , , 、 1 d-^f^B2B', / J B2P' 
W-^Z'2S{Z'^, d)W-:^ ^d . 
， ’ [ f o PB'2 dJ^pp' \ • 
P R O O F O F T H E O R E M 3»L Recall that A+ - A = (u^'S(X, d) - TA^^) 
X {X'S{X, d))-i where U�'=% — Ho: r^ArfX ' and A+ = Aoa： - noxO^iA^a:. 
[A^-A)D = [ ( i + - ^ ) D i ： [A^-A)D^ 
L J 
=[lJ^'S{X, d) — TA+) D {D'X'S{X, d)D)-^ D'D. 
By partitioned matrix inversion, we have 
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r 1 —1 r ] 
X[S{Xi,d) X{S{X2,d) I 
{D'X'S{X, d)D) D'Di = 
X^S{Xi,d) X!^S{X2,d) 0 
• J L • 
r -
(X[Q2S{Xi,d))-' — ， 
-{X'^S{X2, d))-' (X^S{Xi, d)) {X[Q2S{Xi, d))-i 
- J 
r 1 —1 r 1 
X{S{Xi,d) X[S{X2,d) 0 
{D'X'S{X, d)D) D'D2 = 
X'^S{Xi,d) X!^S{X2,d) I 
_ J L _ 
广 _ 
_ — {X[S{Xud))-' {X[S{X2, d)) (X^Q1S(X2, d))-' — ， 
(X^QjS(X2,d))-' 
• -
where Qi = I - S{Xi, d) {X[S{Xu d)Y^ X[ for i - 1,2. 
rV2 (A+ 一 A) D, 
=Ti/2 [T-'U^S{X, d) - no.n;i [T-'AdX'S{X, d)) - (Ao. - ^n"iA^^)' 
{T-w[Q2sixl,d))-' 
xD 
-T-' {T-^X'^S{X2,d))-' {T-'X!,S{Xi,d)) {T-^X[Q2S{Xi,d))-' 
=T"2 W-'Ul,S{X, d) - ^oxD (D'^U/y)-i D' (r-^ArfX'5(X, oO) 
- ( A o . - noxH- iA.x ) ] Di [T-'X[S{Xr^ rf))"' + �� 1 ) 
二 � 1 / 2 ^T-'[/iS(Xud) — ^.¾/^' (r-^ArfX'5(Xi, d)) 
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- (AoA,ui - ^ n , V ^ ^ A , . n ) ] {T-'X[S(Xi,d)y^ 
+ [T-'U^S{X2, d) — Qo,Q,V^' [T-'A^X'S{X2, d)) 
-(Aou2 - n o A V ^ ^ - 2 ) ] Op(r-i /2) 
= T ^ 2 [ ( r - i f / ^ 5 ( X i , r i ) - A o A , u , ) - n o 6 n , V [T-'U^S(Xud)-A,A,u,) 
x(r-'x[s{x^,d)y' 
+ [(T-1"&(A, d) — Aou,) - ^oAb {T-HllS{X2, d) — A,,,)] %(r-i/2) 
二 r " 2 ( T - ^ ^ 9 ( X i , r / ) - A o A . . . ) + O p ( T V 2 / ^ - 2 ) + O p ( i ^ - V 2 ) 
+Op(r_i /2K"2)] (r-'x[s{xud)y' 
+ [Op(r-i/2) + Op(T-i) + Op(r-3/2x3/2).. 
The last line is obtained by Lemma 7.4 (b), Lemma 7.5 (a) and (b) and thus, 
rV2 (A+ - A) D, 
= r " 2 (T-H/i .9(f / i , r / )-AoA.u,) [T-'X[S{X,,d))''^0^{T^'^K-^) 
+ O p ( i < ^ - " 2 ) + O p ( T - i / 2 / ( " 2 ) + O p ( r " 2 ) + O p ( r - i ) + O p ( r - 3 " i ^ 3 / 2 ) 
/ / /d-l � - 1 � / /d- l � - l � � 
—d N 0, 7 ® Yl^uU) 〜 . 叫 [ 广 1 1 ( 力 ， 
V V v=o / y V v^° / ) ) 
by Lemma 7.5 (c) when Assumption 2.3 (b) is satisfied. 
Next, 
T (V?+ - ^) D2 
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=T-^Ul^S{X, d) - Hoo^n-i {r-^AdX'S{X, rf)) - (Aoo: - QoM^^2ia^x)' 




= T - ' U l , S { X , d ) 一 QoxD ( D ' f U D ) - i D' [T-'A^X'S(X,d)) 
/ >«v 八 > ^ 1 八 \ • 
—J^Ox — ^Ox^xx ^xxj 
X -Di (r-'X[S{Xud)y' [T-'X[S{X2,d)) (r-^X!,QiS{X2,d)y' 
+D2 [T-^x'^Q,s{x2,cl)y' 
=-[T-'u;,S{lh,d) — AoA,u,) — ^oAb {T-HllS{U^, d) - A,A,uJ 
X ( r - i x ; 5 ( X 1 , r / ) ) " ' [ T - ' X [ S { X 2 , d ) ) ( r - ^ Q i 5 ( X 2 , d ) ) " ' 
+ [(T-HJl,S{X2, d) — Aou.,) - Qoi>^^b {T-'UlS{X2, d) — K^u^ 
X (r-2x^Q1.9(X2,r / ) )"^ 
= O p ( r - " 2 ) + O p ( r - " 2 / ( - " 2 ) + Op( r - i i ^ i / 2 ) + Op{R-^)] o ^ ( i ) 
+ [(7Vo2T + Op{l)) — ^02^22' {N22T + Op{l)) + Op(T-i") + Op(T-'K'/'y 
X ( T - ^ X ^ S ( X 2 , c l ) y ' 
—d d (J: dB0B'2 — 002¾' J: dB2B'2) (J: B2B^j 
/ /-i \ / 厂1 , � — i 
= d { / dB0.2B'2 / B2B'A , 
\Jo / \Jo J 
as required for part (b). Note that the results at last three lines are obtained by 
using Lemma 7.4 and Lemma 7.5 (a), (c). This part of the results holds when 
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k £ (0’ 2/3). Both part (a) and (b) hold when Assumption 2.3 (a) is satisfied. • 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 3�2» The proof of this corollary can be followed 
directly from that of Theorem 3.1 and we can see that 
T {At 一 〜 
="(r-i[/i5(X2, d) - Aou,) - ^ 6 ^ , V {T-'U^S{X2, d) 一 A5u2) 
X {r-^x'^s{X2,d)Y^ 
='{r-^%s{X2,d) — A0u2) — ^2^2"2 (T-'1/^S(X2, d) 一 Ku^u,) 
X {T-^X'^S{X2,(l)Y^ 
= ( i V o 2 T + Op(l)) - ^ 0 2 ¾ ' (iV22T + Op{l)) + Op(r-l/2) + %(r- l i^3/2) : 
X (T-^X'2SiX2,d)y ' 
—d d (广 dBoB'2 - no2^22 /1 (lB2B'2](广 B2B'2] 
\Jo Jo / \Jo / 
二 d(J:dBo.2B'2)(J:B2BCj . 
Note that this corollary holds for a wider bandwidth, that is, Assump-
tion 2.3(d), because the absence of stationary component induces the removal of 
the term Op{T~^K^/^) and also inclusion of stationary component in the model 
captures the bandwidth expansion rate of [1/4, 2/3). Hence, the exclusion of 
stationary component can allow the FM-SEA estimator for a wider bandwidth. 
• 
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P R O O F O F C O R O L L A R Y 3»3» This proof can be followed directly from the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 and the absence of submatrix for non-stationary component 
can show the result directly. Unlike the case of the exclusion of non-stationary 
component in the previous corollary, the bandwidth cannot be expanded to k € 
(0’ 1). This is because the term Op{T^f^K'^) cannot be removed even if the non-
stationary component is absent. Furthermore, a too low bandwidth expansion 
rate does not guarantee the convergence of FM-SEA estimates to OLS estimates. 
P R O O F O F C O R O L L A R Y 3�4» The proof can be followed directly from the 
proof of Theorem 3.1，so we will not repeat the proof here. 
P R O O F O F T H E O R E M 3»5» Recall that ($+ - ^>)= 
(u^'S{Z,d) 一 r A + : 0 ) {Z'S{Z, d))-^ where U^' = U'^ - ^ W & j A d X ' and 
八 ^ 八 ^ ^ Di D2 F 
A^^ = Aorr - ^0x^xx^xx- We define Di = and Dj^ = . 
0 0 I 
L. «J Lm • 
Then, D = ^L, DM . 
m • 
— -
( $ + 一 ¢ ) DWr = ( $ + - ¢ ) DL ： ( $ + - ¢ ) DM Wr 
L J 
= ) j f S ( Z , d) — TA+:o ) D {D'Z'S{Z, d)D)-i D'DWr. 
By partitioned matrix inversion, we have 
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Z[S{Zi,d) Z[S{Z2,d) I 
{D'Z'S{Z, d)D) D'Di = 
Z'2S{Zu(l) Z'2S(Z2,d) 0 




-{Z^S{Z2,d))-'iZ'^S{Z^,d)){Z{Q2S(Zud))-' _ • 
<•> ，*~" 1 r • 
Z;5(Z1,r/) Z{S(Z2,d) 0 
{D'Z'S{Z, d)D) D'Du = 
Zl^S{Z^,d) Z'^S{Z2,d) I 
r • 




where Qi = I - S{Zi, d) {Z',S{Zi, r/))"' ^ for i = 1, 2. 
Now, 
( $ + — ¢ ) DiWi^T 
=T^2 (1+ - A) Di 
=r"2 T-HJ'^S{Z,d) — Ooxn-J (^T-'A^x's{z,d)) - ((Aoo： — ctox^-^S^xx) ;o) D 
{T-^z[Q2s{z,,d))-' 
X 
-W-^ (^2TT^^^'(^2,r/)T4/2;T)'' {^iT^'2S{Z^^d)) {T-^Z[Q2S{Z1,d))-^ 
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1 
= j . 1 / 2 T-^u'^S{Z,d) - Qo^ [Du D2] {[Du ^ 2 ) ' ^ x [ A , i ^ 2 ] ) " [DuD2]' 
X {r-^AdX'S{Z, d)) - [(Aoa: - H o x ^ i A , ^ ) '-o) DL [T-^Z[S{Zi,d)y^ 
\ 』-
+ T-1[/^5(Z, d) - Qoa^  [Di, D2l ([D1,D2]' ^ x [^i , D2]) — 1 [DuD2]' 
X (r-^AdX'S{Z, d)) - ( (Aoo: - Qox^-^^^x) ； � ) DMW-^Op{l) 
= r " 2 [ ( r - i f /^5(Xi , r / ) — AoA.u,) — no^n-^ [T-'UlS(Xi,d) - A,A,ui)' 
x(T-'Z[S{Zud)y' 
+ [(r-if^.9(X2, d) - Ao.,) — nobQ^,' (T-^/^5(X2, d) - Afcu2)] % (广 " 2 ) 
+ [C/^5(P, d) (T-'/%A-no,n-,HllS{P,d) (T-V2^-1)l Op(r-1/2) 
. \ / \ z -
= r " 2 {r-'Ul,S{Xud) - AoA,u,) + o,{T'^'K-') + Op(i^-i/2) 
+Op(r- i /2x^/2)] (T-^X;.9(Xi,rO)" ' 
+ [Op(r-"2) + Op( r - i ) + Op(r-3/2;rV2) + O p ( r - " 2 ) - . 
The last line of this proof is obtained by the conditions in the proof of Theorem 
3.1 (a) and Lemma 7.6. Since we can follow the proof of Theorem 3.1 (a) directly, 
we have 
rV2 (A+ - A) Di 
/ / /d-i � - i � ( (d-i y'W 
—d N 0, /0 E ^ i i O ' ) 〜* 叫 1 ^ 1 1 (力 ， 
V V v=° / / V 乂"=0 乂 J J 
when Assumption 2.3 (b) is satisfied. 
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Next, 
( $ + -少)DMW2,T 
• y \ -
=U|,S{Z, d) — ^0x^'l (ArfX'5(X, d)) - ( r (Aoa. - noxH-iAa:x) iOjJ D 
T- ' l rm 0 
X 
0 w,-^ 
-{T-^Z{S{Zud))-' [T-'Z[S{Z2,cl)W-^) [w-^Z!,Q,S{Z^\d)W-^y' 
X 
(^W-^Z'2Q1S{Z2, d)W-^ 
=T-HliS{Z, d) - Qox [DuD2] ([Di, D2]' Qxx [Di,Z^)-i [D1,D2]' 
X ( r - ^ A d X ' s { x , d ) ) - (Aoo： - Qoa^n;iA^^)] DiOp(i) 
- 1 
+ U|)S(Z, d) - Qox [DuD2] ([D1,D2l' ^ o : [D1,D2])" [Di, D2]' ^dX'S{X, d) 
- ^ T (Ao. — ^ ^Sl'lK^ \ 0)1 DMW^：^ [w^j.Z'^QiS{Z2,d)W^^^y' 
\ 乂 J 
= ( r - i f / i 5 ( f / i , c i ) - A o A , i ) — ^oA,' (T-'UiS(Ui,d) — A,A,ui)] Op(l) 
+ [(r-if/i5(X2,r/) — Kou,) — ^0b^^t {T-'KS{X2,d) — q ‘： 
U'^S{P,d) [T-'fH-')-no,n-,'uls{p^d) ( r - " 2 ^ ; i ) : 
X {w-:^Z'^Q1S{Z2, d ) W - ^ 
= . O p ( r - " 2 ) + O p ( T - " 2 � " 2 ) + Op(T-iK"2) + Op{K-^)] Op{l) 
+ [(iVo2T + Op(l)) - 002^2-,1 ("22T + Op(l)) + O p � T - � K ^ � \ 
{NopT + Op(l)) — no2^i {N2pT + Op{l))] {w-^Q^S{Z2, d)W^])'^ 
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—rf J^ dB0B'2 一 Clo2n22 J: dB2B'2 : dJ^ dBop' 一 ^ 002^22^ 义 dB2p' 
� 1 _1 
d-'fo'B2B^ / J B2p' 
X 
/ o P ^ 2 df^pp' _ -
� 1 _1 
r r i , . fi ,1 d-'f0'B2B^ fo' B2v' 
= / dB0.2B'2:d / dB0,2p' 
口。 "。 」 f o i p B ' 2 dJ^pp' 
一 • 
as required for part (b). The result of last line is obtained by Lemma 7.6. This 
part of results holds when . Both part (a) and (b) hold when Assumption 2.3 (a) 
is satisfied. • 
n / r 
P R O O F O F T H E O R E M 4�1«> As X' 二 ； ^ ^：义 (= Z ' , P { _^:P!^ _^ , we can 
obtain the result of A+ - A by (4.12), that is, i + — A = (^0^'^(^', d) 一 T A + ) 
X {X'S{X, d))-\ 
By partitioned matrix inversion of X'S(X, rf), we have 
Ti/2 ( I + _ ^ ) 
二�1/2 [|^r-Vo'5(Xi,r/) — AoA,x,) - ^oAb {T-'V^S{Xi,d) - A5A,xJ 
X [T-^X[Q2S{X, ,d)y ' 
_ r i / 2 [(r-Vo'.9(P2,-1,^/) - Ao.,) - ^oAb {T-'V^S{P2,-ud)-A,,,)' 
X r - i [T-^X'^S{X2,cl)y' [T-'X'^S{Xud)) [T- 'X[Q2S(Xi ,d )Y ' 
=T"2 [{r-'ViS{Xud) — AoA,v:) - ^oAb {T-'VlS{Xi, d) - A^A^): 
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x[T-'X[{Xud)y' + 0,{T-'^') 
二 r - i � o % + Op(i^-"2) + O p ( r i / 2 f 2 ) + Op(r-i/2i^i/2)" 
X ( r - i x ; 5 p C i , r f ) ) — i + O p ( r - " 2 ) . 
where Qj 二 I 一 S(Xi,d) (xrS(Xj, rf)) — ! X'” for j = 1,2, v^,t = [ A , ; ’ ” v^\ 
The last line is obtained by Lemma 7.5 (b) and (c) as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 (a). Thus, 
r i / 2 {Ai-A,) 
( ( / d - l \ - n ( /d- l \ - ^ \ \ 
—d N 0, 1 ^ Y . r u { j ) ( S o o ^ S n ) /(g) J2^ ' n{ j ) 
\ \ V^=o / y V v=' 乂 JJ 
(( /d-i � - i /d-i \ - i \ \ 
= N 0, Eoo$0 ^ r i i ( i ) E „ ^ r ' n ( i ) . 
V V Vi=o / V =^o / ) ) 
when Assumption 2.3 (b) is satisfied. 
Next，we consider the limiting distribution of non-stationary component. 
T {At - ^2) 
= - ( r - V o ' . 9 ( X i , r / ) - AoA..,) - ^ ¾ ' (T-V, '5(Xi,rf)-AbA,a:,)" 
X ((T-^x[s{Xud)y^ {T-^x[s{X2,ci)) ( r - 2 x ^ i 5 ( x 2 , r f ) ) " ' 
+ [(r-V0'5(X2, d) — Aov,) - ^tAb' (T-'Vf;S(X2, d) — A,,,)' 
X ( ( T - ^ Q i . S ( X 2 , r f ) ) " ' 
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= O p ( T - i / 2 ) + O p ( r - " 2 / r " 2 ) + G>p(r-iK"2) + Op(i^-2)l Op{i) _ • 
+ [(r-V0 '5(X2, d) 一 Ao”2) 一 not^,V (T-^K5(X2, d) - A f t , J 
x ( ( r - ^ 5 ( X 2 , r / ) ) " V 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (b), 
T (i+ - ^2) —d d (J: dB0.2B'2^ (J: B2B'2^ , 
when Assumption 2.3 (c) is satisfied where B0.2 =召0 一 ^02^2^¾ 三 BM(f2o.22) 
and r2o.22 = ^^ oo — ^02^^22^^0- • 
P R O O F O F COROLLARY 4»2» The proof of part (a) is followed easily 
from the proof of Theorem 4.1 (a) in which the variable pi,t-i vanishes. Also, the 
component xi^t contains the lagged values of A^yt, that is, zt only. In addition, the 
FM-SEA regression includes the serial correction term for Zt. It follows that the 
limiting distribution of A^ is asymptotically normal with bandwidth parameter 
fce(i/4,i). 
To prove part (b), we consider the following expression : 
V2,t = AdP2,t-l 
= A d P t - i 
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_ *1 V • 
mi,t_i Fi{L)AdVt 
m2,t-1 F2{L)Adyt 
= ( 1 一 L^) = 二 J(L�，t，say, 
• • 
• • • • 
rrid,t-i Fd{L)AdVt 
_ � L*i • 
where when d is odd, F](L) = 1 + L + L^ + …+ L^"S 
‘ 1 _ , ( f �, f o � � 2 , 4 , " . ， d — l , 
F,(L) = l - - P K / 2 ) ^ 
1 � 1 严 )�, f o � . = 3，5”..’d, 
�1 -exp( /%_i) /2)L 
when d is even, F](L) = l + L+L2 + � + Ld-i, F2(L) = l-L + L^ + ....-L^-\ 
‘ 1 � 1 广�, f o r i = 3 ,5 , . . . , ^ - l , 
F,(L) = l - - P K i - i ) / 2 ) ^ 
即-2)/2([) for 7 — 4 6 d 
~ 7"7i V7 土�1 ^ —任,“‘•••' "• 
�1 -exp(/%_2)/2)^ 
The last line above can be obtained because no element of yt is seasonally coin-
tegrated and AdVt can be expressed in terms of vo^ t by (4.5). Explicitly, (4.5) 
becomes 
AdVt = H^AdVt-! + H^/^dVt-2 + …+ Hl_^Adyt-k+d + ^ t -
Then, 
Adyt = (/ 一 H^L —邮—…— m — d L k - d r � t . 
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Hence, v2,t = J{L)vo^t where 
r • 
Fi(L)(/ — HtL - � -… - / / ^ d " - d ) - i 
F2{L){I - H{L - H^L^ 一 … 一 m—dLk-dyi 
J{L) 二 . 
• 
F,{L){I - HlL — HiL^ - … 一 m—dL'-d)-i 
» J 
Then, Vt22 = J^ooJ' and B2{r) = JBo(r) where J = J ( l ) and |J(1)| ^ 0. 
Hence, 
B0.2 = Bo — floo^' {J^ooJ') ^ JBo 
二 召0 — Bo = 0 almost surely. 
The limiting distribution of A^ given in Theorem 4.1 (b) becomes 
T ( i ^ — ^2) = T (fi+ - n ) —d d (J: dBo,2B'2^ (J: B2B'2) = 0 almost surely. 
• 
P R O O F OF COROLLARY 4o3» The result can be obtained easily from 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 (a) because the submatrix A2 disappears in the model 
(4.10). 
P R O O F OF COROLLARY 4�4» Since the proof of this corollary is a special 
case of Theorem 4.1, we will not repeat the proof for convenience. 
P R O O F OF COROLLARY 4»5» Since the proof of this corollary can be 
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followed directly from that of Theorem 4.1，we will not repeat the proof here. 
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Table 1 Summary Statistics (d = 1，T = 50 and T = 100) 
r = 50  
Coefficients t-statistics  
/ii MAD Bmsg^a RMSEa^；o MAD BiaSg^ Q RMSEa^；^ 
0.0 ai FM 0.0726 -0.0008 1.8925 0.1679 -0.0024 4.3597 
OLS 0.0667 -0.0008 1.7310 1.0902 -0.0166 27.2802 
tt2 FM 0.0404 -0.0003 1.1433 0.1650 -0.0001 4.3101 
OLS 0.0377 -0.0001 1.0581 1.1050 0.0012 27.6483 
0.4 ai FM 0.0754 0.0001 1.9694 0.1610 0.0000 4.2034 
OLS 0.0724 0.0005 1.8800 1.0897 0.0060 27.2401 
a2 FM 0.0419 0.0089 1.2016 0.1588 0.0344 4.1941 
OLS 0.0423 0.0206 1.1918 1.1448 0.5519 28.5779 
0.6 ai FM 0.0772 0.0008 2.0215 0.1539 0.0007 4.0608 
OLS 0.0780 0.0008 2.0286 1.0920 0.0078 27.3723 
a2 FM 0.0429 0.0132 1.2301 0.1517 0.0482 3.9986 
OLS 0.0473 0.0309 1.3289 1.1963 0.7763 29.7429 
1.0 ai FM 0.0852 0.0011 2.2473 0.1403 0.0019 3.7289 
OLS 0.0950 0.0016 2.4672 1.0984 0.0136 27.5340 
a2 FM 0.0470 0.0218 1.3733 0.1385 0.0645 3.7157 
OLS 0.0614 0.0512 1.7080 1.2748 1.0561 31.1600 
(Continued) 
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Table 3 (Continued)  
r = l O Q  
Coefficients t-statistics  
_jL MAD Biasg^o RMSEg^p MAD BiaSg^g RMSEg^g 
0.0 ai FM 0.0448 0.0003 0.8147 0.1030 0.0005 1.8625 
OLS 0.0410 0.0002 0.7431 1.1149 0.0068 19.8344 
tt2 FM 0.0189 -0.0002 0.3780 0.0999 -0.0007 1.8060 
OLS 0.0179 -0.0001 0.3553 1.1433 -0.0094 20.2733 
0.4 ai FM 0.0463 -0.0005 0.8430 0.0986 -0.0012 1.7892 
OLS 0.0447 -0.0007 0.8109 1.1272 -0.0211 20.0654 
cL2 FM 0.0192 0.0022 0.3864 0.0944 0.0109 1.7082 
OLS 0.0202 0.0099 0.4017 1.1978 0.5863 21.1914 
0.6 ai FM 0.0482 0.0002 0.8802 0.0867 0.0002 1.5819 
OLS 0.0541 -0.0001 0.9796 1.1474 -0.0014 20.4061 
fl2 FM 0.0198 0.0051 0.4022 0.0823 0.0206 1.5107 
OLS 0.0262 0.0206 0.5176 1.3090 1.0169 22.9357 
1.0 ai FM 0.0498 -0.0004 0.9104 0.0811 -0.0006 1.4794 
OLS 0.0598 0.0001 1.0817 1.1516 0.0043 20.4312 
a2 FM 0.0200 0.0057 0.4076 0.0755 0.0218 1.3844 
OLS 0.0295 0.0251 0.5804 1.3474 1.1361 23.4323 
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Table 2 Summary Statistics {d 二 1，T 二 200 and T = 500) 
T = 200  
Coefficients t-statistics  
fx MAD B'msgya RMSEg^p MAD Biasgyg RMSEg^g 
0.0 ai FM 0.0297 -0.0001 0.3770 0.0684 -0.0003 0.8635 
OLS 0.0274 -0.0002 0.3467 1.1113 -0.0082 13.8932 
a2 FM 0.0088 -0.0001 0.1252 0.0638 -0.0004 0.8074 
OLS 0.0085 0.0000 0.1202 1.1133 -0.0041 13.9871 
0.4 ai FM 0.0299 0.0002 0.3796 0.0640 0.0002 0.8112 
OLS 0.0295 0.0002 0.3742 1.1165 0.0021 13.9872 
tt2 FM 0.0090 0.0006 0.1278 0.0602 0.0039 0.7652 
OLS 0.0098 0.0049 0.1384 1.1781 0.5880 14.7401 
0.6 ai FM 0.0301 0.0001 0.3832 0.0597 0.0002 0.7592 
OLS 0.0318 0.0002 0.4040 1.1109 0.0069 13.9687 
cL2 FM 0.0091 0.0008 0.1301 0.0557 0.0048 0.7073 
OLS 0.0111 0.0074 0.1562 1.2225 0.8102 15.1734 
1.0 ai FM 0.0313 0.0001 0.3975 0.0511 0.0000 0.6470 
OLS 0.0391 0.0001 0.4941 1.1271 0.0050 14.0543 
a2 FM 0.0091 0.0016 0.1296 0.0464 0.0077 0.5913 
OLS 0.0144 0.0124 0.2006 1.3182 1.1262 16.0870 
(Continued) 
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Table 3 (Continued)  
r = 5QQ  
Coefficients t-statistics  
_ jx MAD Bmsgyg RMSEat;o MAD Biasa^；^ RMSEg^q 
0.0 ai FM 0.0178 -0.0002 0.1422 0.0413 -0.0005 0.3291 
OLS 0.0165 -0.0002 0.1315 1.1237 -0.0142 8.9210 
d2 FM 0.0035 -0.0001 0.0308 0.0384 -0.0001 0.3052 
OLS 0.0034 0.0000 0.0303 1.1347 -0.0009 8.9668 
0.4 ai FM 0.0176 -0.0001 0.1406 0.0378 -0.0002 0.3016 
OLS 0.0175 -0.0001 0.1401 1.1035 -0.0037 8.7868 
a2 FM 0.0035 0.0001 0.0309 0.0354 0.0014 0.2821 
OLS 0.0038 0.0020 0.0340 1.1744 0.6026 9.2895 
0.6 ai FM 0.0179 0.0002 0.1430 0.0356 0.0004 0.2839 
OLS 0.0191 0.0001 0.1523 1.1133 0.0059 8.8435 
CL2 FM 0.0035 0.0001 0.0310 0.0327 0.0013 0.2610 
OLS 0.0043 0.0029 0.0381 1.2150 0.8234 9.5651 
1.0 ai FM 0.0181 0.0000 0.1447 0.0295 -0.0001 0.2362 
OLS 0.0232 -0.0001 0.1852 1.1172 -0.0055 8.8602 
tt2 FM 0.0035 0.0002 0.0313 0.0272 0.0017 0.2163 
OLS 0.0056 0.0049 0.0498 1.3224 1.1366 10.2308 
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Table 3 Summary Statistics {d 二 4，T 二 50 and T = 100) 
r = 50  
Coefficients t-statistics  
^ MAD Biasg ;^a RMSEg^q MAD BiaSg^q RMSEg^Q 
0.0 ai FM 0.1646 0.0020 4.4256 0.2955 0.0024 8.1157 
OLS 0.0829 0.0009 2.1615 0.9401 0.0110 23.6368 
tt2 FM 0.1294 -0.0009 3.5553 0.2886 0.0001 8.1161 
OLS 0.0623 0.0001 1.6533 0.9350 0.0021 23.5046 
0.4 ai FM 0.1669 -0.0013 4.6820 0.2753 -0.0009 7.6361 
OLS 0.0905 -0.0005 2.3461 0.9464 -0.0066 23.7383 
tt2 FM 0.1342 0.0275 3.8155 0.2765 0.0655 7.7976 
OLS 0.0882 0.0710 2.2948 1.2176 0.9800 29.8502 
0.6 ai FM 0.1681 0.0005 4.5235 0.2595 0.0029 7.2076 
OLS 0.0972 0.0016 2.5404 0.9368 0.0139 23.5542 
a2 FM 0.1393 0.0402 3.8793 0.2693 0.0927 7.6158 
OLS 0.1154 0.1071 2.9104 1.4685 1.3594 34.7798 
1.0 ai FM 0.1752 0.0034 4.7026 0.2283 0.0023 6.4031 
OLS 0.1179 0.0000 3.0795 0.9316 0.0005 23.3743 
CL2 FM 0.1462 0.0642 4.0367 0.2443 0.1214 7.0874 
OLS 0.1785 0.1763 4.2729 1.8731 1.8489 42.0375 
(Continued) 
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Table 3 (Continued)  
r = ioo  
Coefficients t-statistics  
_ jx MAD Bmsgyg RMSEg^q MAD Biasa^g RMSEat；^ 
0.0 ai FM 0.1004 -0.0014 1.8474 0.2139 -0.0028 3.9817 
OLS 0.0518 -0.0011 0.9392 0.9495 -0.0187 16.8744 
tt2 FM 0.0693 -0.0001 1.3332 0.2106 0.0010 4.0022 
OLS 0.0322 -0.0004 0.6029 0.9451 -0.0082 16.7971 
0.4 ai FM 0.1009 0.0011 1.8665 0.1984 0.0015 3.7250 
OLS 0.0564 -0.0002 1.0269 0.9610 -0.0024 17.0804 
CL2 FM 0.0704 0.0074 1.3535 0.1989 0.0240 3.7992 
OLS 0.0462 0.0380 0.8488 1.2563 1.0274 21.6872 
0.6 ai FM 0.1025 0.0013 1.8880 0.1734 0.0014 3.2581 
OLS 0.0669 0.0009 1.2180 0.9521 0.0108 16.8886 
tt2 FM 0.0715 0.0158 1.3875 0.1732 0.0415 3.3367 
OLS 0.0789 0.0771 1.3662 1.7791 1.7358 28.7025 
1.0 ai FM 0.1031 0.0007 1.9057 0.1580 0.0000 2.9825 
OLS 0.0739 -0.0002 1.3455 0.9570 -0.0003 16.9988 
CL2 FM 0.0726 0.0201 1.4039 0.1590 0.0499 3.0777 
OLS 0.0975 0.0968 1.6385 1.9998 1.9853 31.3980 
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Table 4 Summary Statistics (d 二 4，T = 200 and T == 500) 
T = 200  
Coefficients t-statistics  
jj, MAD Bias(_ RMSEg^^ MAD Biasg^^ RMSEavq 
0.0 ai FM 0.0628 0.0008 0.8093 0.1599 0.0014 2.0620 
OLS 0.0338 0.0003 0.4293 0.9642 0.0113 12.0811 
tt2 FM 0.0353 0.0000 0.4883 0.1577 0.0009 2.0837 
OLS 0.0163 0.0000 0.2160 0.9541 0.0049 11.9981 
0.4 ai FM 0.0633 0.0004 0.8177 0.1496 0.0011 1.9285 
OLS 0.0367 -0.0003 0.4675 0.9697 -0.0056 12.1685 
a2 FM 0.0350 0.0019 0.4842 0.1457 0.0078 1.9170 
OLS 0.0237 0.0199 0.3096 1.2800 1.0605 15.6250 
0.6 ai FM 0.0624 0.0008 0.8041 0.1374 0.0019 1.7694 
OLS 0.0395 0.0001 0.5042 0.9661 0.0021 12.1435 
a2 FM 0.0355 0.0029 0.4935 0.1348 0.0124 1.7920 
OLS 0.0317 0.0300 0.3981 1.5765 1.4835 18.5050 
1.0 ai FM 0.0639 0.0003 0.8228 0.1166 -0.0004 1.5016 
OLS 0.0485 0.0010 0.6147 0.9781 0.0156 12.2112 
a2 FM 0.0359 0.0052 0.4971 0.1140 0.0176 1.5087 
OLS 0.0508 0.0505 0.6036 2.0673 2.0529 22.8058 
(Continued) 
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Table 4 (Continued)  
r = 500  
Coefficients t-statistics  
jj, MAD BiaSg^o RMSEg^p MAD Biasg^q RMSEavo 
0.0 ai FM 0.0347 0.0002 0.2790 0.1071 0.0012 0.8586 
OLS 0.0199 0.0000 0.1589 0.9632 0.0013 7.6666 
tt2 FM 0.0140 0.0001 0.1246 0.1042 0.0005 0.8576 
OLS 0.0065 0.0000 0.0545 0.9577 0.0026 7.6285 
0.4 ai FM 0.0352 0.0001 0.2832 0.1005 0.0001 0.8058 
OLS 0.0216 0.0004 0.1723 0.9697 0.0161 7.7012 
tt2 FM 0.0139 0.0001 0.1218 0.0966 0.0014 0.7933 
OLS 0.0096 0.0081 0.0784 1.3030 1.0949 10.0199 
0.6 ai FM 0.0350 0.0001 0.2817 0.0919 0.0003 0.7359 
OLS 0.0236 0.0001 0.1876 0.9773 0.0052 7.7334 
CL2 FM 0.0138 0.0006 0.1225 0.0876 0.0044 0.7228 
OLS 0.0129 0.0123 0.1024 1.6115 1.5318 11.8921 
1.0 ai FM 0.0355 0.0004 0.2844 0.0771 0.0006 0.6157 
OLS 0.0287 0.0000 0.2291 0.9829 0.0014 7.7971 
tt2 FM 0.0140 0.0008 0.1238 0.0735 0.0046 0.6068 
OLS 0.0207 0.0206 0.1552 2.1131 2.1014 14.7066 
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d = 4. 
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Figure 2 (g) Distributions of r ( a+ - a2) and T{a2 - a2) when T = 500, /j, = 0 and 
d = 4. 
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Figure 4 (a) Comparison of distributions of T*(Sj — a2) when T = 50 and /j, = 0. 
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